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Content: 

1. What is “RCCMD” – General information 

In this chapter, we explain what Remote Control and Command (RCCMD) is and how you can use it in your network. You will 

also find general information about system requirements 

- General information about RCCMD 

 

2. Installation and quick configuration guide for VMware 6.5 – 7.x 

This chapter guides you through all the necessary configuration points that are required or recommended to install the 

RCCMD appliance for VMware. You will also learn how to secure the appliance against accidental server shutdowns. A 

detailed explanation of the screens can be found in Chapter 7.2 of this manual. 

- Before starting: Typical installation problems 

- Deploying the OVA 

- Installation via vCenter 

- Quick config guide: Secure RCCMD to avoid an accidental shutdown 

-  

- Quick configuration 1: Handing over the direct Shutdown Control to RCCMD 

- Quick configuration 2: Handing over the shutdown control with a vCenter (HA / Maintenance Mode) 

- Quick configuration 3: Special information when using a vSAN – System 

Tutorials for additional configuration work: 

- Tutorial: Setting up a manual IP address  

- Tutorial: Creating an emergency / Backup user 

- Tutorial: Login via external console  

- Tutorial: Adding a keyboard layout to the console 

- Tutorial: How to use RCCMD with a Public Host – enabling SSH   

- Tutorial: BACKUP / UPDATE & RESTORE  

 

3. Windows Operating Systems: RCCMD installation guide 

 

This chapter deals with installing an RCCMD client on Windows Operating Systems.  

 

- The difference to VMware 

- The graphical installation  

- Starting the configuration interface 

- Console based installation – if no GUI is available 

- Silent Install – how to create an answer file for unattended installation  

- Some information how to use RCCMD with Hyper-V  

 

4. Installation guide for Linux based operating systems 

 

This chapter explains how to install the RCCMD client on a Linux based operating system. Please note, other Linux versions 

may distinguish in commands or handling. 

 

- Graphical Installation for Linux with GUI 

-  Standard installation 

-  User defined Installation 

-  Calling the web-based configuration interface 

- Console installation mode for Linux without a GUI 

- First start of the web-based configuration interface 

Tutorials for additional configuration work: 

- Tutorial: Maintenance work: Backup, Update and Restore 

- Tutorial: Uninstalling RCCMD on a Linux system 

 

5. Installation guide for MAC OS 

 

This chapter explains how to install the RCCMD client on a MAX OSX with the InstallBuilder 20-0407. 

 

- Installation with the MAC / InstallBuilder\2020-04-07\MacOSX\ 

- Starting the web interface 

- Installation progress and firewall rules  
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6. Quick configuration guide for Windows Linux and MAC/OS 

 

The Quick Setup captures all basic configuration steps to secure your new RCCMD installation under Linux, Windows and 

MAC against an accidental shutdown. Please ensure the system status of RCCMD is set to "running" after configuration work. 

 

- Login and Quick Start 

- Step 1: check system status 

- Step 2: Setup of valid RCCMD senders 

- Step 3: Heartbeats – Availability check 

- Step 4: Check the local shutdown settings 

- Step 5: Check the license key 

- Step 6: Check password to avoid the default password 

 

7. RCCMD Screens explained in Detail 

 

This chapter explains in detail all screens and how to use them in order to configure RCCMD. Please note that any script 

examples are generally carried out for standard installations on windows-based operating systems and may have to be 

adapted to fit to your operating system and configuration. 

 

7.1: Windows / Linux /MAC - The RCCMD client configuration interface in detail 

 

This chapter will explain all regular client configuration screens as seen when using any Linux, Windows (Desktop, 

Server, Hyper-V, Core, etc.), MAC/OS or Unix-based version.  

 

- The Welcome / Login screen 

- System status information screen 

- Logfiles 

- Network Connections 

- Using the Heartbeat function 

- Redundancy level settings 

- Shutdown control and shutdown settings 

- Message and execution scripting 

- Advanced Settings and Multihoming 

- Web console access configuration 

- User Settings 

- Help 

7.2: The RCCMD Appliance for VMware configuration interface in detail 
 

All Appliance menus explained in detail as seen in any VMware environment. Note, at “Advanced Options” is a special 
feature called “Change RCCMD target”. With this feature, it is possible to switch as needed between VMWARE Mode 
and Client Mode. 

 
- The language selection screen  

- System status information screen 

- Logfiles  

- VMware Logs 

- Network Connections 

- Using the Heartbeat function 

- Redundancy level settings 

- VMware settings 

- Advanced Settings 

- Web console access configuration 

- User Settings 

- Help 

 
8. Appendix 

 
Among other things, this chapter is dedicated to special functions of RCCMD that do not find a place in the standard 
application and deserve or need some explanation. 
 

- The Microsoft Windows „RCCM NC“ Configuration Tool” 
- RCCMD Security Guide 
- Why Heartbeat with TLS encryption does not work with default settings? 

 
9. License agreement, Disclaimer, Copyrights and other stuff 

This chapter shows important information no one reads normally … 

- Licence conditions and legal 

- Copyright notice  
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General functions of the RCCMD Client 

 

RCCMD is designed to individually shut down your systems in an emergency. In this case, a shutdown command is sent to the clients 

by an RCCMD server - usually a UPSMan or CS141 - and implemented accordingly by the client. 

 
The following ports must be open on your network: 

 
Port 8080 The local RCCMD web interface is accessed via this port 
Port 8443 The RCCMD web interface is called up via https 
Port 6003 The RCCMD communication port for managing control signals 

 
The RCCMD client requires a fixed IP address 

 
This IP address must be communicated to the RCCMD server so that a clear command can be sent. If the IP address 
changes dynamically or if there is no DHCP server in emergency situations, RCCMD can also be addressed directly in this 
way. 

 
Generally supported operating systems 
 

With few exceptions, RCCMD supports almost every operating system available on the market 
based on Unix / Linux, Windows and numerous versions of MAC/OS and is available as a 
special version for AS400. A precise list of all supported operating systems can be found in the 
download area when selecting the respective installer. If your operating system or derivative is 
not listed, please contact our technical support at support@generex.de - Our technical support 
will be happy to answer all your questions. 
 

 
Minimum system requirements for the VMware RCCMD Appliance 
 

VMware 6.7 - 7.X – based systems 
 
The appliance, which is officially available for download, requires VMware version 6.7 or higher. Older versions are not 
supported by the official download. A download link is free of charge available at www.generex.de. 
 
On request available: Legacy versions of the appliance for older VMware  systems available 
 
For VMware 6.x users… 
 
There is a special legacy version of the appliance for these systems, which is specially tailored to the needs of operation from 
VMware 6.5. The appliance also supports the VMware vSAN function introduced with 6.7. Installation and configuration can 
be carried out as described below (there may be slight deviations in the menu control compared with the latest RCCMD). 
 
VMware 5.x / 6.0 and older…  
 
These older systems use VMware's Virtual Media Assistant, which is exclusively available in the VMware download area. 
After rolling out the VMA, a special RCCMD version for VMware can be uploaded and installed via ftp.  

 

If there is need to use an older version of RCCMD, just refer to our technical support at support@generex.de. 
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RCCMD – for VMware 6.5 / 7.X 
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Some typical installation Problems: 

 

During testing, everything worked very well, but now …  

Check the license of your ESXi host. If you have used an evaluation key for the ESXi host when setting it up, you may have configured 

some commercial functions. If you then imported the free key, strange error messages suddenly appear or the host no longer shuts 

down. 

Also check whether you have entered the correct key in the RCCMD. Basically, the RCCMD appliance is equipped with an evaluation 

key that can be changed at any time via the web interface. When the evaluation period has expired, RCCMD will stop the service. If you 

enter an incorrect or invalid key, the evaluation phase is automatically activated. 

Sometimes one RCCMD runs, then the other, … 

This always happens if you have accidentally entered RCCMD keys several times. In this case, when the network starts, the first 

RCCMD that starts with an affected key will claim it for itself. Subsequent RCCMD clients, however, will stop again with a corresponding 

log entry “License fraud <IP address>. 

Typical network problems, e.g., … 

vLAN is in use: 

 

Even if both hosts are on the same switch, because the ports are separated via vLAN, they must be seen as two separate networks. 

Port separation and/or missing routing: 

 

 

This configuration is quite common when servers are in different network segments and e.g., an uplink line to a neutral third network 

segment with internet connection exists. The router requires special routing entries in order to be able to mediate between the networks. 

Among other things, you can also set here that the RCCMD appliance can only reach the hosts. 
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Firewall settings and intrusion detection 

A firewall or intelligent intrusion detection thinks that RCCMD has no internal port release and rejects communication. As a 

consequence, RCCMD cannot reach host 2. Very large networks also use a multi-level or modular firewall concept. Check whether the 

firewall settings have to be adjusted. Smaller systems, on the other hand, can get these problems if e.g., a local firewall and an 

additional Internet security software package is in use simultaneously. 

Deploying the RCCMD Appliance: 

 
Open your VMware ESXi – Host and login as root: 
 

 
 
After successfully logging in create a new VM - For ESXi 6.5 you will find the corresponding tab in the upper bar: 
 

 
 
Then select the following option:  
 
Deploy a virtual machine from an OVF or OVA file: 
 

 
Click next to proceed to the next configuration dialogue: 
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Give your new RCCMD machine a unique name: 
 

 
 
Place the OVA file into the necessary ESXi host window using drag and drop ... 

 
… and click Next: 
 

 
 
The OVA file is preconfigured, there is no need to do any additional settings: 
 

 
 
Due to this fact, just click on next: 
 

 
 
The RCCMD client will be managed by an according RCCMD server device. Therefore, this server device must be able to reach your 
RCCMD client over local network structures. 
In general, you can accept the preconfigured settings. 
 

 
 
The same works for provisioning of the hard disk space. The RCCMD OVF file is preconfigured for best use unless your hardware 

platform differs from standard installation routines. 

Once you have made the settings as you like, click Next to go to the next step: 
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This is the final step: 
Please review all settings before clicking Finish: 
 

 
 
Obey the special notification carefully to prevent damaging RCCMD during installation routine is running. 
 

 
 
VMWare responds sensitive to browser updates during installation process. If the browser will be refreshed before installation is 
finished, the process will be aborted, rendering the virtual machine unusable. 
 
Click finish to start the installation process: 
 

 
 
The automatic installation 
 
Results and completed shows the current installation state and proper success. 
 

 
 
Obey the Daleks: 
The administrator will wait for the installation to complete before updating this browser window. 
 

Note: 
 

 
 
Use tabbed browsing to keep working. VMware will automatically detect the current session. By doing so, administrators will be allowed 
to continue working on the system while waiting for a finished RCCMD installation. 
 

 
The Installation progresses 
 
On the left side you want to find a tool called navigator. The navigator displays an 
overview of all virtual machines installed on the system. 
This installation example is called  
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RCCMD_Easy_Install 
 
 
Search for virtual machine including the RCCMD appliance. 
Clicking on it will open advanced system information about the virtual machine. 
 
 

 
 
Ensure the virtual machine is running. Take a look at the list of all virtual machines and search for the RCCMD Appliance 
 
 

The virtual machine is running     
  

       
The virtual machine is off 

 
Click on the virtual machine you have installed for more detailed information.  
By pressing the console screenshot, the web console for the virtual machine will be opened: 
 

 
 
As a default, the appliance will ask for a valid IP address. If your network provides a DHCP server, 
RCCMD will automatically display the current IP address. 
 

 
 

If there is no valid IP address by DHCP, it is necessary to manually assign an IP address.  in the appendix, you will find information 

about the procedure 
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Post installation console login 

 
You can log on to the RCCMD appliance directly from the web console: 
 
User:   admin 
 
Password:  RCCMD 
 

Gaining root privileges  

The VMware Appliance is based on a Linux Debian 9 - The root 

privileges allow the manual re-installation of official packages as 

well as advanced configuration of the network interfaces. 

command: sudo su 

by default settings, admin has not been granted system privileges to make changes - you need to assign increased system privileges by 

using the Linux command sudo su. 

The installation of the RCCMD appliance is now complete. For further configuration, refer the web interface. A configuration guide for 

assigning an IP address manually can be found in the appendix to this manual. 

Installing RCCMD with a vCenter 

At VCenter context menu, start the RCCMD installation routine by choosing Deploy OVF Template ...: 

 

 

First, select the necessary file. vCenter provides two options: 

URL: 

If the OVF file is provided by web resources, specify the appropriate path. 

Local File 

If you have saved the OVF file as a local file, select the file directly. 

 

In this example installation, the local file will be used to install the RCCMD Appliance: 
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After selecting the local file, press Next to proceed to the next installation step: 

 

 

The next step asks you to name the virtual machine VM a uniquely. This name is needed in the later configuration steps of RCCMD. 
Click Next to proceed to next configuration step. 
 

 

 

vCenter needs to know the destination host to set up and install the virtual machine 

 

 

vCenter will provide a general overview of the settings according to the virtual machine. Press Next to continue.  

 

Please note that there is no way but confirming the copyright terms... 

Please press Accept before proceeding the installation - the Next button will not work unless this has been happened. 
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Disk usage may vary depending on the configuration of your system:  
Please refer to local system administrators to get the correct setting.  If you are unsure, select Thin provision and as VM storage policy 
none. 
 

 

The appliance needs access to the network. Again, please refer your local system administrator...If you are unsure, first select VM 

Network in bridged mode. In this installation example, we use VM Network to correctly connect the VM to the network. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Take some time to review your settings: you will be shown an overview of your configuration. If the settings are to your liking, proceed 

by clicking Finish. This button will quit the configuration dialog and triggers the RCCMD appliance automatic installation routine. 

 

 

 

How to observe the installation progress 

Under Recent Tasks, you can track the current installation progress: 
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Please wait until the complete installation process is done and the status is set to Completed: 

 

 

Starting the VM and console access using vCenter 

At navigator, search for the corresponding virtual machine and power it up. 

 

 

 

Console login after installation 

After the VM boots successfully, you can access the console directly from the vCenter console menu: 
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As a default, the appliance will ask for a valid IP address. If your network provides a DHCP server,  
RCCMD will automatically display the current IP address. 
 

 
 

If there is no valid IP address by DHCP, it is necessary to manually assign an IP address.  in the appendix, you will find information 

about the procedure 

Post installation console login 
 
You can log on to the RCCMD appliance directly from the web console: 
 
User:   admin 
 
Password:  RCCMD 
 
Gaining root privileges  

The VMware Appliance is based on a Linux Debian 9 - The root 

privileges allow the manual re-installation of official packages as 

well as advanced configuration of the network interfaces. 

command: sudo su 

by default settings, admin has not been granted system privileges to make changes - you need to assign increased system privileges by 

using the Linux command sudo su. 

 

The installation of the RCCMD appliance is now complete. For further configuration, refer the web interface. A configuration guide for 

assigning an IP address manually can be found in the appendix to this manual. 

 

RCCMD quick configuration guide  

 
This chapter explains the essential settings that are required for the operation of RCCMD if you operate one or more hosts. 
A prerequisite for this configuration section is that the appliance has been successfully deployed. 

Web Login:  RCCMD 

 
To access configuration screen of RCCMD, open a web browser and proceed to the IP address of you RCCMD installation: 
 
https://<IP address of the RCCMD appliance > 
 

 
 
Use the default credentials to log in: 
 
User:  admin 
Password: RCCMD 
 
Before starting any configuration, RCCMD displays the current terms of use. Accepting them is required for using RCCMD software. 
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You may read the end user conditions and then click on the Accept button. The configuration dialog will proceed after accepting the end 
user license agreement 
 

Next, RCCMD will prompt you to enter a valid license key:  

 
Please note that the key used by RCCMD installation will work with these 
conditions: 
 

1. One Key – one RCCMD installation 
 
You can use any number of RCCMD clients in your system. In general, the 
prerequisite is that only one unique key will be used for one RCCMD client. 
If a key will be accidently assigned twice, the RCCMD client that launches 
first will claim the license. The following RCCMD clients starting up will 
recognize a claimed license and will show an according log entry: 
 

2018-05-30 09:17:51 rccmd [00490]: Licence fraud from IP address 192.168.200.144 detected. Functionality will deteriorate. 

 
 
In case of using a key valid for a certain number of installations, only the according number of RCCMD installations will be activated with 
this appropriate key. 
 
Please note, the demonstration key itself is a unique basic key that will be used for any installation: 
You cannot use more than one RCCMD trial versions in one network. 
 

2. If there is no valid key present, RCCMD will run in trial version mode 
 
If you do not have the key or want to test the product, do not enter a key.  
By doing so, RCCMD will assume that you will use an initially a full-featured trial installation and uses a build-in 30-day evaluation key. 
RCCMD provides a configuration dialog for changing the key at any time. 
 

Note 
RCCMD offers you within theWeb console on a dialogue to change 
the key: 
 
Open Advanced Settings and click Update License Key 
 

 
 
Note: Please restart after essential configuration work  
 
During the configuration of RCCMD a custom restart of the service is 
necessary: 
 
Whenever a change has been made to the configuration, it is required to 
restart the RCCMD service. Otherwise, the data is saved but not 
transferred to the active configuration.  
 
If you activate Do not ask again, RCCMD will not inform you about the fact 
a restart is required. 
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Securing the RCCMD appliance 

Menu: Open Options click on Connections 

Protection against accidental server shutdown 

 

Currently, each RCCMD transmitter can trigger a 

shutdown that cannot be taken back. The RCCMD 

client therefore offers you to limit these 

commands to specific stations. 

Under Options, click on Connections to open the 

corresponding dialog. With Insert you can add a 

new IP address: 

Enter the IP address expressly entitled to send an 
RCCMD shutdown command. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Activating RCCMD encryption 
 
If your network requires to use an SSL encryption, RCCMD can be advised use SSL encryption. 
 

 
 
To force SSL encryption, enable Accept only SSL connections. In case of up-to-date certificates only, RCCMD can be forced to reject 
outdated certificates.  
 

With Save Changes, the IP address settings will be insert into the corresponding configuration script. 
 
 
 
 

 

Checking current RCCMD system state 

 
Menu: Status 
 
Click System Status and press Restart. 
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The Current status of RCCMD is used to detect the 
now active operating state. 
 
The following status messages indicates the current 
RCCMD operating state: 
 

  RCCMD is offline 

  RCCMD is online 
 

 

RCCMD running status at the login screen 

 

 

Passing the shutdown control to RCCMD when using a single host 

 
Menu: VMware Settings 
 
Go to VMware Settings:  
If you have not yet made any settings, RCCMD will inform you that RCCMD needs additional information: 
 

 
Although RCCMD is installed as a virtual machine and is already ready for use, it cannot yet fulfil its actual function since the necessary 
access authorizations have not yet been stored. Confirm this message with OK to open the VMware settings: 
 
 
 
When using a single host is, virtual machines 
can be powered off before the ESXi host itself 
shuts down. 
 

 

 

Note 

The regular shutdown routine requires the virtual machines to be shut down and the host itself to be shut down. In this case, the 

shutdown duration merely defines the time window that the virtual machines have to shut down immediately after the RCCMD shutdown 

signal is received. The Maintenance Mode timeout defines the time window that RCCMD grants vMotion before the regular shutdown 

routine of the hosts takes effect. The maintenance mode in the shutdown behaviour can therefore also be used to trigger a shut down 

for different hosts including a time delay. 

For Virtual Machine Management, select by RCCMD. As Virtual Machine Behaviour Shutdown Virtual Machines.  
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To prevent RCCMD from shutting itself down, the VMware host must know what the machine running the RCCMD Client itself is: 

 

… RCCMD at the ESXi … 

 

         … the current RCCMD client 

RCCMD requires the following information: 
 
HOST / IP name 
Normally, we recommend using the IP address of the ESXi Host 
here. You can, however, also enter the host name itself. 
 
User 
A user with the appropriate system privileges to shut down the 
VMware environment accordingly. 
 
Note: It is recommended to use the user “root” or a user with explicit 
root rights to grant the shutdown of virtual machines. 
 
Password 
The password assigned to the user that allows RCCMD to 
authenticate itself as authorized. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The next step will determine how much time RCCMD should allow the virtual machines to quit before the ESXi host powers down: 
 

 
 

Virtual machines take different amounts of time to shut down and shut down properly. The exact time, how long a machine needs, is 

very individual and depends strongly on the task and the promised hardware. To prevent data loss or damage to the virtual machine, the 

host can be instructed to give the machines a proper time window to shut themselves down before shutting down itself.  

Shutdown delay indicates the time in seconds that the host waits before being turned off.  

The Default setting is 90 seconds - virtual machines taking more will be turned off due to the fact the ESXi host powers down. 

 
You can check the access data with Check Values: 
 

 
 
 
 
If the test was successful, press Save Changes to exit the configuration dialog. 
 
Click on Verify to confirm the entered ESXi data as verified server. 
 
 
 

 
 
You will notice that at the bottom right the Save Changes has changed colour: 
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You will notice that at the bottom right the Save Changes has changed colour: 
 
You have made a change that requires RCCMD to be restarted to permanently save the inputs and apply them to the active 
configuration. This process is indicated by the green button. 

Handing over the shutdown control to RCCMD using a vCenter 

Menu: VMware Settings 

The vCenter differs with its operating modes from a standalone host. While the Standalone Host works on its own and shuts down 

virtual machines as needed, vCenter provides the so-called vMotion: The HA - High Availability - of vMotion allows virtual machines to 

be moved from one host to another before the host is intentionally powered down. 

Please note:  

Before you can use the RCCMD appliance with vMotion, the Distributed Resources Scheduler DRS must be configured to use the fully 

automatic mode. 

Note 

Before using RCCMD in conjunction with vMotion, ensure to verify that each virtual machine running on the host has been tested 

working with the maintenance mode. If maintenance mode fails, non-migrated virtual machines will be switched off when the host is 

powering down. 

Open VMware Settings:  
 
If you have not yet made any settings, RCCMD will inform you that RCCMD needs additional information: 
 
Although RCCMD is installed as a virtual machine and is already ready for use, it cannot yet fulfil its actual function since the necessary 
access authorizations have not yet been stored. Confirm this message with OK to open the VMware settings: 
 

 

While using a vCenter, virtual machines can 

migrate to another host before the original host 

powers down. The virtual machines them self will 

continue working seamlessly. Please note the 

different access data: 

Under Virtual Machine Behaviour, select 

Maintenance Mode (vMotion). 

The Maintenance Mode time out in Seconds defines the time vCenter is given to move a virtual machine to another host. The behaviour 

of vMotion is configured within the high availability (HA) within the vCenter. As soon as time is up, the standard shutdown procedure will 

be initiated: 

remaining virtual machines will shut down due to the fact the host powers down. 

Unlike the standalone host, RCCMD requires user data with the corresponding authorizations of the vCenter: 
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Use Check Values validate the credentials of the vCenter - Check values will display whether the vCenter is reached and the access 

data has been entered correctly: 

 

 

If RCCMD cannot reach the vCenter correctly, it will show a corresponding error message. 

To prevent RCCMD from shutting itself down, the VMware host must know what the machine running the RCCMD Client itself is: 

 

… RCCMD at the ESXi … 

 

         … the current RCCMD client 

 
 
 
 
RCCMD requires the following information: 
 
HOST / IP name  
Normally, we recommend using the IP address of the RCCMD host 
here. You can, however, also enter the host name itself. 
 
User 
A user with the appropriate system privileges to shut down the VMware 
environment accordingly. 
 
Password 
The password assigned to the user that allows RCCMD to authenticate 
itself as authorized. 
 
 
 
 
The next step will determine how much time RCCMD should allow the virtual machines to quit before the ESXi host powers down: 
 

 
 

Virtual machines take different amounts of time to shut down and shut down properly.  

The exact time, how long a machine needs, is very individual and depends strongly on the task and the promised hardware. To prevent 

data loss or damage to the virtual machine, the host can be instructed to give the machines a proper time window to shut themselves 

down before shutting down itself.  

Shutdown delay indicates the time in seconds that the host waits before being turned off.  

The Default setting is 90 seconds - virtual machines taking more will be turned off due to the fact the ESXi host powers down. 

 
You can check the access data with Check Values: 
 

 
 
 
 
 
If the test was successful, press Save Changes to exit the configuration dialog. 
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Click on Verify to confirm the entered ESXi data as verified server. 
 
 
 

 
 
You will notice that at the bottom right the Save Changes has changed colour: 
 

 
 
You will notice that at the bottom right the Save Changes has changed colour: 
 
You have made a change that requires RCCMD to be restarted to permanently save the inputs and apply them to the active 
configuration. This process is indicated by the green button. 
 

Enabling shutdown control when using a vSAN 

 

Before starting, please read the following configuration notes carefully to prevent shutdown issues caused by a wrong configuration of 

RCCMD. 

- RCCMD can handle vSAN VMware environments.  

 

Due to the fact, a vSAN is very complex and the operating conditions of a vSAN differs when compared with a single 

host or a standard cluster, there are some pre-conditions that must met before RCCMD can shut down a vSAN:  

 

- The RCCMD client that handles the vSAN cannot be installed inside a vSAN  

 

Due to the fact, each host of a vSAN must be set to in maintenance mode before the can be switched off. As long as one 

virtual machine is running, it is not possible to switch off the hosts. 

 

- The vCenter that handles the vSAN is always the first virtual machine and the last virtual machine. 

 

The vCenter is the control unit of a vSAN. It is allowed to install the vCenter inside the vSAN as well as running it on a 

single host that is not part of the cluster. The essential function of the vCenter is managing the data synchronization 

inside a vSAN after all other virtual machines are down. You need to ensure that the vCenter can complete this 

operation.  

 

- If you run a Witness-Server as a virtual machine inside a vSAN 

 

The Witness Server has a special task If two hosts do not match which host holds the most recent data, they ask the 

witness server. The witness server acts like a complete host, but cannot maintain virtual machines. 

 

Due to this fact, the witness server can also be virtualized in the vSAN and still acts as a stand-alone host. In that case, 

you need to differ between the Witness server's IP address and the host's virtual machine where the witness server's 

virtual machine is located. 

 

- The witness server is shut down regularly within the vSAN cluster. 

 

The host that maintains the virtual machine that contains a witness server, needs a second RCCMD client for enabling 

the maintenance mode after the witness server is switched off. Technically, an RCCMD client can only handle the vSAN 

or the host it runs on: 
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As a consequence, if you have single hosts AND a VSAN cluster, you will need at least 2 RCCMD clients: RCCMD 1 manages the 

shutdown of the VSAN cluster and RCCMD 2 manages the shutdown of the single host.  The shutdown routine is then divided into 2 

different commands for the CS141: 

o Shutdown the VSAN cluster 

o Shutdown of the single host 

Since the two RCCMD clients run side by side:  

When choosing the correct time window for shutdown tasks, ensure the VSAN has turned off all hosts completely before turning off the 

last remaining single host - otherwise the RCCMD client that manages the shutdown of the VSAN may not be able to complete the 

shutdown routine because the second RCCMD client performs a local virtual machine shutdown. 

 

Note 

Appliance vs Appliance - What is the Virtual Machine and what is "the RCCMD client" 

Basically, the two appliances do not differ from each other: Both are virtual machines. However, because you use two appliances, the 

name of the virtual machine they run themselves on, will differ. Entering the name of the virtual machine will prevent that an RCCMD 

client will shut down itself first. So, if you tell RCCMD 2 the name of his own virtual machine, it will consider that RCCMD 1 is just 

another "guest VM" and will shut down it. When using a vSAN, the shutdown commands of the CS141 will harmonize the shutdown 

behaviour of both appliances. 

- if you use a vSAN, take care for the time windows required by the modified shutdown sequence 

 

The reason for using a vSAN is to combine a maximum data redundancy with a most possible availability of servers: 

 

Basically, there is no reason for a regular vSAN cluster shut down.A complete shutdown is an emergency issue, and 

should be handled accordinglyIt is difficult to predict how much time the vCenter will take within a vSAN to bring the 

hosts into maintenance mode. 

In principle, the vSAN shutdown will be performed in three steps:  
 

 

The critical system state is the “post synchronization phase”. This process is difficult to assess:  

The maintenance mode can only be assumed as soon as the synchronization of the data between all hosts has been completed. 

Unfortunately, this process is dynamic and the time needed to fulfil this process depends on the level of used hardware, the number of 

virtual machines as well as the amount and type of data that exists within the virtual machines.  

To make it trickier, this process takes place within the VSAN without any information about the current data synchronization state - at 

some point, the hosts are in maintenance mode, which means that the process is complete. 

However, available time is determined by the maximum operating time of the UPS: 

RCCMD needs validated timer settings that not only use the calculated times for a shutdown but also respects the granted uptime of the 

UPS: 

Ensure this time window …  

- allows to shut down the vSAN in good times. 

- contains some extra time if the post synchronization phase suddenly needs more time than expected 

- stays within the security range of the UPS's uptime, 

- ensures a shutdown of other hosts and clusters, too. 
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System critical note: 
 
Before you start to configure the shutdown of your vSAN, the following information are mandatory: 
 
1. an overview of the time window that a UPS can grant for an orderly shutdown? 
2. How long do you need for a manual shutdown? 
 
Please keep in mind that due to the fact a vSAN is sensitive to shut down fails a vSAN is technically a very system critical process that 
needs your attention. 
 

 
Preparing RCCMD for the vSAN 

At VMware settings, enable “Hosts are also vSAN nodes” 

 

To manage the shutdown routine, ensure that the RCCMD appliance must be located outside the VSAN cluster. 

Once you have activated the vSAN mode, you will get additional menus: 

 

Mode for decommissioning vSAN nodes 
 
Leave the decommissioning mode on No data evacuation - this mode is the fastest method to shut down a vSAN cluster: 
The virtual machines are shut down in a structured way and then all data will be synchronized on all affected hosts. 
 
Definition of the vSAN Resync timeout 
 
Unlike the default procedure, the vCenter becomes active after the virtual machine shut down and start synchronizing all records within 
the cluster. 
 
This post synchronization phase defines the critical phase of the shutdown procedure: 
 
All datasets from the virtual machines must be in sync with mirrored data stored on other hosts.  
As long as this synchronous system state is not reached, the Maintenance mode cannot be taken by any host. 
 

Note: 
 
This process is very dynamic and depends on the type of data that needs to be synchronized. You may have created several new virtual 
machines and the synchronization time will only change marginally. However, it can also happen that you create a virtual machine and 
thus radically increase the post-sync time. In other scenarios, the data within the virtual machine may grow organically cause by the 
usage, which in turn affects the time required: 
 
This value cannot be determined once during the first installation as a fixed value, it must be regularly checked for up-to-datedness and 
adjusted if necessary. 

 
The vCenter takes all the time needed for this process. Unfortunately, this relative amount of time is in direct contrast to a clearly 
defined time window that can be provided by the UPS during an emergency power operation. You need to calculate a sufficiently large 
time window to give the vCenter a time reserve in case of the calculated period is insufficient. 
 
Defining maintenance mode for the vCenter. 
 
This setting defines how much time the vCenter has to shut itself down after synchronizing data. If the vCenter runs as a virtual machine 
within the vSAN, this point in time becomes interesting: After this time window, the hosts are put into maintenance mode and the 
vCenter is switched off by its host. 
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Enter data for the vSAN managing vCenter 

 

Since RCCMD must coordinate with the vCenter over the entire process, the access data for the vCenter, which manages the vSAN, is 

mandatory.  

At this configuration dialog, do not enter credentials for individual host.  

Define the vSAN managing RCCMD client: 

RCCMD has the task of shutting down all virtual machines and turning off the hosts at the end. Since within a vCenter not only a vSAN 

but further hosts can be mapped, RCCMD can shut them down, too. There are two exceptions that need more attention: 

Information about the virtual machine running RCCMD 

 

Although RCCMD itself cannot run in the vSAN that should be shut down, the vCenter that manages the vSAN may include additional 

hosts in its list. The RCCMD appliance is a virtual machine that must comply with the control commands of the host on which it is 

running itself - if the host advices a shutdown, the appliance will do it. To prevent RCCMD from inadvertently giving itself a shutdown 

command, enter the name of the virtual machine you chose for RCCMD. When entered, the virtual machine that holds this name will be 

excluded from the shutdown process. 

Define the virtual machine that contains the vSAN managing vCenter  

 

Within the vSAN system, the vCenter performs special administrative tasks, but is also a virtual machine. During the shutdown, RCCMD 

first gets an overview of active virtual machines and then shuts them down, migrates them, etc. With this setting, RCCMD will know 

which of the virtual machines is the vCenter and will shut down it exclusively as the last machine in the vSAN shutdown procedure. 

Definition of the vSAN ESXi host nodes 

Define the hosts to be shut down by RCCMD. The virtual machines can be 

moved to other hosts via the vCenter. To shut down a host, RCCMD requires 

the following information: 

HOST / IP name 

We recommend using the IP address of the host at this point to avoid 

addressing problems when parts of the IT infrastructure are down. 

Due to the fact RCCMD supports host names, you may enter a host name, 

too. 

User 

A user with the appropriate system rights to shut down the VM Ware 

environment accordingly. Keep in mind to use a local l host administrator with 

root rights to grant the shutdown command permission! 

Password 

The password assigned to the user that allows RCCMD to authenticate itself as authorized. 
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Shutdown delay 

The next step is to determine how much time RCCMD should allow the virtual machines to shut down before the before the ESXi host 

will quit all operation and switches off: 

 

The vSAN has a special feature compared to other operating modes: 

The shutdown duration typically defines the time window that a host grant the operating systems within virtual machines before the 

virtual machine is simply powered off. Thereby it does not matter if a vCenter has previously tried to migrate machines or not. 

When this command is issued to the hosts running in a vSAN, there are no more virtual machines that need to be powered off: 

- All hosts must be in maintenance mode 

- A host can only be in maintenance if all virtual machines are moved or switched off. 

For the hosts in vSAN, this means that the shutdown time of virtual machines can be set to 1 second: 

The shutdown routine on a vSAN has already brought all hosts into maintenance mode. Consequently, no time window is required to 

grant operating systems within a virtual machine for a shut down. 

 

Special role: The witness server 

Small vSAN systems lack the necessary resources to be able to independently adjust all data stocks. 

To prevent problems with data synchronization in minimalist vSAN systems, a witness server is used: 

This witness server acts as a stand-alone host in vSAN, but is not responsible for hosting and managing virtual machines - as soon as 

hosts are unable to agree with the timeliness of their datasets, the witness server decides which host has to synchronize the data. 

The witness server can be both, a real physical machine with its own hardware as well as an acting like physical host but running within 

a virtual machine. The vSAN knots cannot see the difference between the different setup strategies of a witness server. But this 

difference affects the RCCMD configuration: 

 

If running a real witness server as a standalone machine: 

In this case, assign the witness server and any hosts 

that you want to shut down. The hosts will go into 

maintenance mode accordingly: 

- Shut down virtual machines 

- The vCenter will perform the resynch 

- The hosts switch into maintenance mode 

- The hardware can be switched off. 
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When using a virtual machine to run a witness server 

If you run the witness server as a virtual machine in the vSAN, you must differ between the host on which the witness server is stored 

and the witness server as a stand-alone host. Since the witness server acts like a host within the vSAN, it is perceived and treated 

accordingly - The installation type does not matter: 

 

While the host that maintains the virtual machine of the witness internally perceives only one virtual machine running "some kind of 

system", it accepts the witness server as a standalone host and network node on the network. If the wrong IP address has now been 

specified, the host responsible for the virtual machine will respond correctly: 

- The host will stop running the virtual machine  

- The host changes to Maintenance Mode 

However, since the (albeit virtualized) witness server represents a full-fledged host and network node, it must consequently be treated 

as a real host and put into maintenance mode before being turned off. Formally, you need two RCCMD appliances to shut down a 

vSAN. If you use a virtualized witness server, you can use the second RCCMD to regularly switch off the host that manages the virtual 

witness server. 

 

 

Tutorial: If the shutdown on a vSAN has to be aborted once... 

 

A normal ESXi cluster with vCenter differs from a vSAN: 

While a normal cluster with individual hosts can ultimately shut down and switch off its virtual machines on its own if maintenance mode 

is not possible, a vSAN can only be switched off if absolutely no virtual machines except the vCenter are running on the vSAN. The 

second major difference is, that the RCCMD client that manages the vSAN cannot logically run within the vSAN cluster- it must control it 

from outside. The third point is that vSAN requires a run-on time after all virtual machines have been shut down, during which all 

inventory data is synchronized; only then may the hosts be switched off safely. 

Due to these differences, there are logical sections between in between aborting the shutdown sequence is quite possible. This tutorial 

shows one way in which an automated shutdown could be aborted. Please note, this is not the intended way how to use RCCMD and 

you will do it at your own risk... 

In this example, the framework conditions are fulfilled that allow operation without a Witness server: 
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Problem: 

As soon as there is a power failure, RCCMD 1 becomes active and starts the shutdown process in time. Measurements have shown 

that the entire shutdown will take something around 38 minutes. Since the UPS can cover up to 45 minutes, the shutdown must 

therefore be initiated after 5 minutes at the latest, otherwise the system cannot be shut down correctly. With a time window of 20 

minutes, it now results that the main power supply returns and a further shutdown is no longer necessary. 

Since the RCCMD appliance, by definition of the software purpose, cannot revert or stop the shutdown sequence, RCCMD 1 will also 

perform this to the end and shut down the vSAN cleanly. The CS141 cannot send a "clear all pending commands" - signal to RCCMD 1.  

Make a decision of principle 

Since the UPS was running for 20 minutes, another mains failure is likely to have fatal consequences, consideration should be given to 

whether a shutdown and a wait until the minimum 40-minute hold-off time or an abort of the shutdown is an option. The commands 

given are identical at this point, but the event changes. In this example, an abort of the shutdown was chosen. Like the shutdown, the 

termination is initiated via the CS141, only with the event "Power Restored".  

It is important always to keep in mind: The shutdown itself is already an emergency measure - thinking about a forced termination of the 

emergency measure is legitimate, but always associated with additional risks. 

Interrupt the shutdown sequence 

When the Power restored event occurs, a shutdown signal is applied to RCCMD 2 - which is supposed to shut down the last single host 

- which includes the immediate shutdown of all virtual machines. RCCMD 1, as a virtual machine, will adhere to this default and shut 

down and power off accordingly - forgetting that there are still official control commands pending that affect the vSAN.  

The vCenter will process the last commands and then wait for further instructions accordingly. Since the control commands are bound to 

time windows that have been stored in RCCMD 1, it is possible to quickly find out in this way what has already been done. 

1. vMotion is active and tries to move the virtual machines by default. 

2. vSAN - shutdown is active and the virtual machines are shut down or moved. 

3. The post-synchronization phase is running. 

This method will end the current running phase and if no new command is received afterwards, the vSAN will stand in this system state 

and wait for further orders 

Structured Restart: Reactivate RCCMD Protection 

Send the WOL signal to the ESXi Single Host - it will power up via the WOL signal and accordingly the RCCMD appliances also start 

and move to their start position. The RCCMD protection is now up. 

Starting the depowered hosts 

Now, send a WOL signal to each single host - it does not matter whether this host has already been switched off or not: If the host is 

running, the WOL signal falls into a void and is ignored at its destination. 

Start the Virtual Machines (VM‘’s) 

Depending on the systen configuration, virtual machines that have been switched off you may decide to switch them on via a WOL 

signal. To do this, send a WOL signal to the MAC address of the respective virtual machine. 

Note 

Keep in mind that WOL signals are sent to the MAC address, the CS141 must be in the same network segment or the signal must be 

routed through accordingly. 

Since you can freely define the timing, it is even possible to specify a special order in which virtual machines start up. This allows you to 

have the basic network start up automatically. 

What else is importan when aborting a vSAN shutdown:  

 

Do not just restart the RCCMD client via web interface 

RCCMD has a protection mechanism that executes a valid shutdown even if someone stops the RCCMD service via the web interface 

after the shutdown has been triggered. The system is nevertheless shut down cleanly and switched off. That’s why you need to shut 

down the managing RCCMD client – just click “restart” with the web interface will not interrupt. 

A SAN may change the time window and there may require to adapt the timing parameters regularly: 

Depending on the current data situation and the expansion stage of the vSAN, this shutdown can be very protracted and the procedure 

must be started accordingly early. If the main power supply or an emergency generator becomes available during this time, this does 

not change the shutdown routine - RCCMD follows an instruction and organises the implementation.. 
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And, of course, if a shutdown in progress must be stopped…  

This process cannot be automated completely in the end, because RCCMD coordinates the instructions and their time windows, but 

does not receive any feedback from the vCenter about logical sections. As a result, an administrator must consider whether to let the 

shutdown run to the end and restart the system or to provoke an abort within a shutdown routine: 

Both have their respective advantages and disadvantages. 

To stop the shutdown process and set the associated scripts back to 0, stop the appliance virtual machine on the host.Once this 

happens, no more commands are transmitted to the hosts and the system stops the shutdown process after the last command has been 

successfully transmitted. You may save time, but a clear restart may also be the better way for some server operations. 

IMPORTANT: 

For a shutdown abort, ensure that the virtual machine is shut down with the appliance, even if you set RCCMD to "Stop" in the web 

interface and the service has been stopped according to the web interface:  

The shutdown sequence will still be executed  

How long is the estimated shutdown time? 

Basic shutdown time 

After entering all the data, an estimate time will be shown RCCMD may be need for a full shutdown. 

You can see the estimated shutdown time below the ESXi host settings. 

Please note that this value is a guideline calculated by entered data.  

 

This value is intended to help you to find the optimized trigger time to run an emergency shutdown routine if a power failure occurs. 

Note: 

Each UPS can only grant a pre-defined time window emergency power. When the batteries are depleted, the UPS will shut down itself 

to avoid damaging the batteries. In general, it will not help if you just play with the numbers within RCCMD until the estimated shut down 

time matches the data sheet of the UPS: 

Furthermore, these values are just a snapshot of your system based on the data you entered! Please check regularly whether the 

entered values meet the real shut down condition in case of an emergency. 

Keep in mind that between two shutdown tests the shutdown conditions may change. When calculating and adapting the 

average shutdown time, we recommend to take some extra time than the minimum time requires. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The configuration of RCCMD is now complete and RCCMD will be able to shut down your system in an emergency. Please note that 

RCCMD does not become active automatically - it needs a valid RCCMD shutdown command. The transmitter is usually an SNMP card 

or a software tool that can handle RCCMD shutdown signals. 

On the following pages all configuration menus are explained in detail in the order of appearance.  
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Tutorial: Setting up a manual IP address  

Sometimes, no DHCP server is available. In this case, the carrier system starts, but without a valid IP address that RCCMD can use. 

Since the 100% availability of a DHCP server can never be granted, it is recommendable to assign a static IP address for the RCCMD 

appliance. 

The required configuration file can be found within this directory: 

 /etc/network 

To switch the appliance to a static IP address, the file "interfaces" must be edited: 

 

With nano, the appliance comes with a powerful and user-friendly text editor. To start editing, type the following command: 

sudo nano /etc/network/interfaces 

By doing so, the editor starts with required root rights for saving and presents the network configuration file: 

 

Search for this entry: 

➔ Iface ens33 inet dhcp 

This entry decides whether the appliance has been assigned the IP address via DHCP or statically. 

Edit the following settings to adapt the network configuration to fit to your local network environment:: 

Source /etc/network/interfaces.d/* 

# The loopback network interface 
Auto Io 
Iface Io inet loopback 
#The primary network interface 
Alllow-hotplug ens33 
#Iface ens33 inet dhcp      <- Use # to disable this line 
iface ens33 inet static     <- Remove # to enable this line 
Address 192.168.200.223/24     <- Assign an IP-address and a subnet mask 
Gateway 192.168.200.1     <- Define the local network gateway 
# dns-* options are implemented by the resolvconf package, if installed 
 
dns-namservers 192.168.200.3 192.168.200.5 168.168.200.1  <- Define your local DNS-Server. 
# dns-search local 
 
Save and restart the appliance. After reboot, the manual IP address should be active. 

Note 

It is possible to assign the IP address assigned by the DHCP server on first start as a static IP, but, on the other hand, it is also required 

to ensure that the DHCP server excludes the IP address from the general address pool.  
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Tutorial: Setting up an emergency user for the appliance. 

 

Note 

You don't want it, but passwords can get lost. Within complex systems, this can be very inconvenient and expensive issue, if a VM has 

to be completely relaunched and newly configured. The effort depends strongly on the complexity of the RCCMD configuration. If you 

decide to set up an emergency backup user, this should therefore be done before you start with the actual configuration work. 

It happens again and again that passwords are lost due to adverse circumstances, e.g., because there is no proper documentation on 

the installed systems, passwords are forgotten because they are so rarely used, IT systems are inherited from other companies, etc. 

by default settings, RCCMD does not provide any backdoors to recover lost passwords. 

If you assign a different password to the standard console user admin and this password is lost, you basically have to set up the 

RCCMD client again. This could become a very complex problem in some cases, for example, if there are special scripts are stored that 

have to be recreated. 

To prevent this uncomfortable situation, it is recommendable to set up a backup user with administrative access rights. 

After installation work for the appliance is done, access the console with a freeware tool like Putty is provided.: 

User:   admin 

Password:  RCCMD 

 

 

Getting root  

Command: sudo su 

Note that after logging in, you have not yet been granted the 

necessary rights to set up a corresponding emergency user. To set 

up such a user extended system rights are required. 

Setting up user and password  

Command 1: useradd <username> 

With this command the user account is generated.  

Command 2: passwd <username> 

Assign a new password tot he according user. 

Assign a user group 

Command: usermod – G sudo -a Emergency 

 

 

To grant the new user administrative rights, the user must be added to the according user group 

Logging out 

Command: exit 

You need to enter exit two times. The first exit will end the 

superuser, the second exit will quit the session. 
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Performing an emergency user password reset 

Start a session with the emergency user account. With the command sudo su, root rights are granted.  

 

Please note: 

Your emergency user does not have the system rights to maintain the web console. Its only purpose is to reset the password for the 

user „admin “. 

However, navigate to the director „resources “:  

Command: cd /usr/rccmd/webconfig/resources 

The configuration scripts required for the 

password query are located in this directory. 

Opening the text editor to change the password 

Command: nano realm.properties 

With this command, the editor nano opens the according 

configuration file. Within this file, it is possible to reset the password 

for the user "admin" that will be used for the web based front end of 

RCCMD. 

Edit the file as followed: 

#RCCMD realm.properties 
# username: password [,rolename ...] 
#admin: CRYPT:adg.Dq8TXmNZI, admin   -> Type # to disable this line 
admin: Notfall, admin    -> Add this line below 
 

In this example, the user admin will use the Password „Notfall“. 

 

Save the file and quit the text editor. Make sure that the original file name is overwritten and that your changes are not saved with a 

different file name. 

Reloading the RCCMD configuration 

Command: /etc/init.d/rccmdConfig restart 

 

This command activates the password you have just assigned. Alternatively, restart the appliance. Now, open the web interface of your 

RCCMD installation and log in with the new password. From there, navigate to the user settings and set a new password. 
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Tutorial: Login via external tools 

 
After installation, the RCCMD appliance allows direct access via a corresponding tool as soon as a valid and reachable IP address is 

available via both, static IP settings or assigned by DHCP. After rolling out the appliance, the console is directly reachable with a 

freeware tool like Putty: 

User:   admin 

Password:  RCCMD 

 

 

Tutorial: Adding a keyboard layout 

 
Since there are many world languages and corresponding keyboard layouts, you may want to use another keyboard layouts than default 

settings provide. If you want to make special settings within the console, it is therefore much more comfortable to switch the keyboard 

layout into your preferred language setup 

To do this, first log in with the user admin and the current RCCMD password and obtain the system rights of a super user. In this 

example, the default password RCCMD is set: 

Step 1: RCCMD console login 

User:   admin 
Password:   RCCMD 
 

 

Step 2: Some installation work 

Command:   sudo su 
Password:   RCCMD 
 

 

To proof your command, ensure that in front of admin the word root@ … is visible... 
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Now, install the appropriate tool that allows you to configure the keyboard layouts: 

Command: apt-get install console-data 

 

Confirm the installation progress. 

Step 3 The configuration dialog 

After installation the configuration dialog should start automatically: 

 

Choose „Select keymap from full list” and confirm with ENTER. 

Then select the keyboard you want to use from the list of available keyboard layouts and confirm your selection by pressing Enter. 

 

The configuration tool will install and activate the new keyboard setup. 
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Changing the keyboard layout 

Since the tool is now installed and active, it is not possible to run the installation command again. Instead of the install command, you 

need to use this: 

Command: dpkg-reconfigure console-data 

 

This will restart the keyboard selection menu – you may now use another keyboard setup. 

Note: 

The command sudo su grants administrative rights until exiting with the command "exit". Alternatively, you can of course enter sudo 

[command] directly, but then you have to enter the password again each time. Do not forget to quit the superuser mode. 

Tutorial: Installing RCCMD on a public ESXi Host  

This installation instruction describes how to use RCCMD on a public domain ESXi Host. 
Please notice that the installation on a public domain host is officially not supported by Generex (the warning in the RCCMD web 
configurator will never disappear).  
 
Version 5.x 
 
1. Activate SSH in vSphere client: 
 
In the ESXi Host configuration go to -> Software/Security profile -> Services-> 
Properties-> SSH and choose the option "Start and shutdown with the Host". Start the service and confirm with a click on OK.  
 

 
 
2. Activate automatic boot and shutdown of virtual machines in vSphere Client: 
 
In the ESXi Host configuration, go to -> Start/shutdown VM -> Properties and set the mark for "Enable automatic boot and shutdown of 
VM" 
 

 
 
3. Make sure that all VM have installed the VMS VMware tools  
 
4. Connect via SSH with the vMA, and copy the content of the file  /root/.ssh/id_rsa.pub 
 
5. Connect via SSH with the ESXi Host directly and paste the content of id_rsa.pub into the file /etc/ssh/keys-root/authorized_keys. 
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Make sure that the access authority for the file authorized_key is set to 600! 
 

 
 
Command for this action is: "chmod /root/.ssh/id_rsa.pub 600" 
 
6. Connect from the vMA via SSH onto the ESXi Host. On first startup you will be asked to add the host key to the known hosts. 
 
7. Check the configuration. If you connect via SSH from vMA to ESXi host, you shouldn't get a password request.  
If a password is requested, make sure that both files are 100% identical. If not, repeat the steps 4-7. 
 
8. Activate the FREE_ESXI_SHUTDOWN script in the rccmd_shutdown.sh. 

Comment the line ${ESXI_HOST_SHUTDOWN} with #, and remove in the line #${FREE_ESXI_SHUTDOWN} the comment at the 
beginning of the line. 

 
 
Now you can test RCCMD. 
 

RCCMD with VMware 6.7 onwards 

…differs from older versions since VMware announced that the vma is discontinued with ESXi v. 6.5. Due to this fact, with ESXi 6.5 

RCCMD will be shipped as a complete virtual machine that includes its own RCCMD appliance. With this handout, we will show you 

how to use RCCMD with a public ESXi host v 6.7. 

Note: This example decribes how to enable SSH-support for ethe ESXi 6.7 onwards free hist with the basic user admin. Ince RCCMD 

itself runs with the user “ROOT”, you may run into the problem that it works the user admin, but not with the RCCMD command itself. 

To avoid confusion, it is recommended to set up the user admin AND the user root. By doing so, it will work with the user root and athe 

user admin. To enable the root (or super user) for the entire procedure, type the command “sudo su”. 

Activating the SSH console at the ESXi host  
 

 
 
 
At the navigator on the left side, right-click the its according host. Under Services, click "Enable Secure Shell (SSH)". Repeat this 
procedure with “Enable console shell”. After this, click on Manage and open the tab “Services”: 
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Search for TSM and TSM-SSH and ensure the system state is “Running”. 

In the next step, right-click on TSM to open the context menu. Under Policy, change the start condition to “Start and Stop with host. 

Otherwise, the service will not start when the ESXi host comes back after a power fail. 

 

 

Repeat it with TSM-SSH service: 

 

How to connect the RCCMD Appliance via SSH with the ESXi host 

the following configuration steps cannot be done by the web interface, you need to use the console of the RCCMD appliance. You may 
use an appropriate tool such as the freeware program putty and log in directly on the console of RCCMD.  
 
As an alternative, you can use the console feature of the host to open the RCCMD console. 
 

 
 
The RCCMD Appliance uses this default settings: 
 
User:   admin  
Password:   RCCMD  
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First you need to create a valid pair of SSH keys. The public key needs to be transferred to the ESXi host to authenticate the RCCMD 
Appliance.  
 
Command: ssh-keygen 
 

 
 
Follow the configuration dialog: 
 
a. Please define the file location: 
 

 
 
Keep the original settings, just press enter. 
 
If you repeat this configuration step, an old key already exists. In this case, ssh-keygen will ask to overwrite the existing key: 
 

 
 
To erase the existing key, just press “y” 
 
b. Advanced password security 
 
When dealing with high security standards, additional passwords to protect key data from unauthorized access, is mandatory. If you do 
not need additional password security to encrypt files, press enter without setting up additional passwords. For setting up a key, 
additional passwords are optional, not mandatory. 
 
 

 
 
c. Finishing configuration work 

 

 
 
ssh-keygen tells you when it finished the key creation. 
 
Transferring the public key part to the ESXi Host, Part 1 
 
Now it is time to transfer the public key to the public ESXi host to allow the RCCMD appliance to send a shutdown command via SSH 
without additional passwords. 
 
Command: ssh-copy-id root@<Ip address of your ESXi host> 
 

 
 
You need to enter he root password of your ESXi host. ESXi hosts.  
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Due to the fact the host is not authenticated, the appliance warns you it could be a faked server and asks if the connection should still 
be made: 
 

 
 
Please answer this security question with "yes" (do not just enter y) to confirm the security warning. 
 
When finished, the RCCMD appliance will show the success of the key transfer: 
 

 
 
Transferring the public key part to the ESXi Host, Part 2 
 
Although the file was transferred correctly to the default directory, SSH without password will not work: 
You need to correct a VMware-specific difference at the default directories: 
 
Command: ssh root@<IP address of your ESXi host> 
 

 
 
You need the ESXi root password to log in: 
 

  
Please note: The first time you may be asked by the RCCMD appliance to add the ESXi host to the known hosts list.  
If everything has worked properly so far, you are now connected via SSH with the ESXi server local console. 
 
Now move on to the default directory .ssh where the ssh-copy-id command has placed the public key file: 
 
Command 1: cd /.ssh 
Command 2: ls 
 
If everything is all right, you will now see the public key file “authorized keys”  
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The contents of this file must now be appended to the "real" authorized keys file of the ESXi host without deleting other valid keys: 
 
Command: cat authorized_keys >> /etc/ssh/keys-root/authorized_keys 
 

 
 
Please note that you will not get a confirmation message, the console will only report if something went wrong (missing file, etc.) 
After you appended the public key, quit the SSH console and log off. 
 
 
Command: exit, exit, exit,  
 

 
 
 
Testing your public key settings 
 
 

 
 
To validate that the public key works as expected, just log into the ESXi host again via SSH. If the certificate has been installed 
correctly, this can be done without a password query. 
 
Log into the console of the RCCMD-Appliance: 
 
User:   admin 
Password:  RCCMD 
 
Opening an SSH connection the authorized keys ESXi host: 
 
Command: ssh root@<IP address of the host > 
 
 
If everything is prepared correctly, you will see the following screens: 
 
Local RCCMD Appliance login screen: 

 
SSH-Command to your ESXi host: 
 

  
Welcome screen of the ESXi host: 
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Reconfigure RCCMD to manage the public ESXi server 
 
RCCMD need to know that it is a public server (or community edition) and the shutdown is an SSH command - you need to adapt the 
shutdown script for ESXi hosts. 
 
Log into the console of the RCCMD appliance and move on to the according directory: 
 
Command 1: cd /opt/rccmd/remoteHostScripts/ 
Command 2: ls 
 

 
Keep in mind that local installations may differ: Older versions of RCCMD use the directory /usr/rccmd, whereas later versions use 
/opt/rccmd as directory. 
 
However, you need to adapt the script rccmd_shutdown_sh in both cases. The RCCMD appliance provides the user-friendly editor nano 
to help doing this configuration work. 
 
Since this script is system-relevant, this configuration can only be carried out as the so-called "SuperUser": 
 
Command: sudo nano rccmd_shutdown_sh 
 

 
Edit the script as followed: 
 

 
Press CTRL + X to exit the editor and do not forget to save: 
 

 
Now you can test RCCMD. 
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Tutorial: BACKUP / UPDATE / RESTORE  

 

An update of RCCMD within the existing appliance is not possible - for an update, a new appliance must be rolled out as as described 

above.  

Backup & Restore 

Important for older RCCMD installations: 
 
If you come from an older RCCMD installation and switch to the latest version, please note that the main folders may differ: If there is no 

/op/rccmd/ (later versions of RCCMD) - directory, the files can be found at /usr/rccmd (older versions of RCCMD). 

During the work, make sure that you have obtained the necessary administrative release in advance with the command sudo su. 

1. Create your backup file 

2. Roll out the new Appliance 

3. Importing a backup file 

Step 1: Copying files as backup: 
 

a.  Change to the directory /opt/rccmd 
Save this file:  
 

o Die Datei „rccmd.cfg“  
 

b. Change to the directory /opt/rccmd/webconfig/resources 
Save these files: 
 

o rccmdConfig_eclipse.properties 
o ream.properties 

 
c. Save your custom skripts. 

 
Step 2 Continue with installation workn 
 
Roll out the new appliance as described.  
 
Step 3: Restoring the configuration: 
 
The import of the backup is carried out in a similar way to the backup: 
 

a. Copy your own scripts to the according directories. If necessary, overwrite old files. 
 

b. Change to the directory /opt/rccmd 
 

o Place your saved rccmd.cfg and overwrite the existing file 
 

c.  Change to the directory /opt/rccmd/webconfig/resources 
Place the following files from your backup here and overwrite any existing files: 

 
o rccmdConfig_eclipse.properties 
o realm.properties 

 
d. To activate the data backup, restart RCCMD.  

Check the settings and functions. 
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Installation – RCCMD for Microsoft Windows  
 

 

 

Installation guide for Windows operating systems 
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Differences to VMware 

 

How the principles of functionality differ from RCCMD for VMware: 

 

In its function as a valid RCCMD server, the CS141 usually sends control signals to a client, which implements the corresponding 

commands depending on the configuration. There are two basic possibilities: 

1. Both, signal and sending device are valid. 

2. The signal itself is correct and valid, but the sending devices is not listed. 

The difference between VMware, Hyper-V and a single server becomes more apparent when looking in detail: 

With VMware, different virtual machines normally run on one physical host. When the RCCMD appliance is in use, RCCMD does not 

communicate with the virtual machines, but only with the physical host itself. Both, the   number of virtual machines and hosts are 

irrelevant: 

As soon as the IP address is known, the RCCMD appliance can communicate with the according host. Due to this fact, the RCCMD 

appliance can be configured to contact as many hosts as wanted - independent to its own host. If you can roll out an OVA file, you will 

be able to run the appliance. Furthermore, the virtual machines are not touched by the RCCMD appliance. In this context, shutting down 

or moving is a matter between the host and, if applicable, the vCenter. 

Windows based operating systems and HYPER-V differ: 

You have a Windows operating system on which you can run virtual machines with Hyper-V. When the Windows operating system is 

shut down, Hyper-V takes over the coordination of moving and shutting down individual virtual machines. Since RCCMD is not a virtual 

machine, but a running program, you move at the level of the local administrator as known from a standalone system: 

machines. When the Windows operating system is shut down, Hyper-V takes over the coordination of moving and shutting down 

individual virtual machines. Since RCCMD is not a virtual machine, but a running program, you move at the level of the local 

administrator as known from a standalone system:  

It is possible to run jobs and trigger local scripts to automate everything on the server itself. With a Hyper-V cluster, RCCMD shut down 

the local Windows Computer, and Hyper-V will take care of the whereabouts of the virtual machines. This eliminates some menus that 

are important for VMware and replaces them with other menu items that are only possible with standalone servers. As a consequence, 

you need for each single server an RCCMD client. 
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Installation: Windows with GUI 

 

First, unpack the file completely (do not confuse it with the preview of Windows) and change to the unpacked directory. To start the 

installation, run rccmdinstaller.exe: 

 

 

 

First select the language in which you want to carry out the installation. Please note that this language selection has no influence on the 

RCCMD client itself - you can adjust it later when configuring RCCMD. 

After choosing your preferred installation language, click on OK to start the installation. 

The installation dialogs 

 

 

The installation dialog is straight and guides you through the complete installation process. When ready to begin, click „Next “ 

Note 

The installation is divided into two parts. During the first part, RCCMD asks you to enter parameter. When the installation is aborted, the 

installation dialog quits and withdraw your choices. Part two is the installation itself – On your mark, RCCMD will start the installation as 

configured.  
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Step 1: Copyrights, terms of usage  
and license information 

 

In this step, you may read our boring warranty conditions, 

copyrights and terms of use or, alternatively, simply accept 

them without reading... . If you do not agree, the installation 

process is terminated without any changes to your system. 

Remember these iconic words: Resistance is futile. 

 

 

 

 

✓ Accept the agreements and click „Next “ 

 

Step 2: Enter the license key 

The RCCMD license key is either enclosed with your 

CS141 or you have received an email with a valid key from 

your local dealer. Enter the license key and click on "Next" 

- The installer automatically checks the validity and informs 

in case of an issue.  

If you do not have a license key at hand, leave the field 

empty and click directly on "Next", RCCMD will 

automatically use an internal 30-day evaluation key.  

 

 

 

➔ When finished, click “Next. “ 

 

 

Step 3: Choose your setup type. 

The standard installation uses default installation paths 

and a comes with a recommended installation for modules 

and ports. 

The Custom Installation is aimed at experienced users and 

system integrators who want to adapt general RCCMD 

functions like installation path or port settings to the target 

system during installation. 

 

 

 

 

➔ When finished, click “Next”. 
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Step 4 – If Standard installation is selected 

Installation summary 

The setup dialog presents an overview of the installation 

work to be carried out. If all settings are OK, press „Next" to 

start the installation. 

To review and change settings, press "Back" and select 

"Custom". 

Press "Cancel" to exit the installation dialogue, no changes 

will be made to your system 

➔ Click „Back “to change your settings 

 

➔ Click „Next “, to start the installation process 

 

➔ Proceed to Step 5 – Finalizing your installation 

 

Step 3a – Custom installation 

Define the installation path 

The installation path determines where RCCMD can be 

found after installation. Usually, RCCMD uses the standard 

path for programs within Windows operating systems. 

In case of custom program paths, the configuration dialogue 

provides to specify the new path directly. Please note: If 

configured, changing the installation path may run into 

problems with system right management 

For the graphical file manager, click on the folder 

symbol next to the input field. 

➔ When finished, click „Next “to proceed 

 

 

 

 

Step 3b – Custom installation 

Program icons 

The program icons are quick starters with which functions of 

RCCMD can be reached directly from the desktop. 

If an administrator connects to the corresponding computer 

remotely at a later time, he may comfortably configure 

RCCMD locally with the quick-start icons. 

If you do not want to have program icons, just uncheck. 

 

 

 

➔ Please make your choice and click „Next “ 
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Step 3c – Custom installation 

Select system modules 

RCCMD consists of several modules that depend on each 

other.  

RCCMD service: The central background process that 

manages your emergency shutdown. This module is 

mandatory for operation. 

RCCMD Configurator: This module is the web-based 

configuration dialogue for RCCMD. The RCCMD service 

may work without the configurator, but since it will harm 

the configuration work, we recommend to install it. 

RCCMD Notifier: The notifier allows a popup with RCCMD 

messages. Furthermore, RCCMD background processes 

can be executed interactively with the current user. This 

module can be very helpful when using your own scripts. 

➔ Select your modules and click „Next" 

Step 3d – Custom installation 

HTTP / HTTPS and Web Console Password 

By default, RCCMD uses HTTPS for its web interface. An 

integrated certificate is available for this purpose. With this 

setting, define whether HTTP or HTTPS is to be used as 

standard. 

TCP/Port: RCCMD does not respond to every port on 

requests to the web interface. The default port is 8443. If 

you want to use a different port, please specify. 

Password: Set the password for the RCCMD web 

interface log in. If you want to set the password later, 

leave the field as it is. RCCMD will then use the standard 

password "RCCMD". 

➔ After configuration, click „Next “ 

 

 

Step 3e – Custom installation 

Configuration Overview 

The Summary shows your installation configuration. If 

some changes are needed, select "Back" until you reach 

the according configuration step. 

„Next “will start the final installation process. 

Cancel closes the installation dialogue and discards the 

parameters you have set without performing any changes 

to the operating system. On Restart, you need to enter all 

parameters again. 

 

➔ The configuration work is done, click „Next “to 

start the installation. 
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Step 5 – Finalizing your installation 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
RCCMD automatically installs and configures all selected components. Afterwards configuration work can be done via the web interface 
by entering the IP address of the computer: 
 
How to access the interface via web browser:  
 

• https://127.0.0.1:8443 ,  

• https://[IP-address of the target computer]:8443,  

• https://localhost:8443 
 
Password: RCCMD or your selected password. 
 
The graphical installation of RCCMD is now completed. Please continue with the configuration of RCCMD via the web menu. 

Note: 

On first visit you may encounter a "certificate error":  

The reason for this behaviour depends on the nature of a certificate: The certificate 

itself is valid, but RCCMD was of course installed on a server for whose hardware 

the SSL certificate cannot logically be signed. The web browser notices this and 

consequently indicates that there might be a faked server. 

With Edge, click on "Details", with Crome on "Advanced Options" to get to the 

RCCMD login page.  

 
 

 

The graphical installation is done, please proceed to the Quick Configuration Guide  

RCCMD Quick Configuration: Windows, Linux and MAC OS  
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Installation via console  

 

 

 

Core servers or operating systems via console access do not offer a GUI - The RCCMD installer automatically and offers an alternative 

text mode for the configuration menus. The setup program will guide you through the installation process in exactly the same way as 

with the graphical installation. 

Silent Install with an options file 

The „Silent Install“ is a special mode in which all parameters required 
for the installation are stored in a central response file. 
 

How to create a Silent Install file 

Open a text editor and save the file e.g., as rccmd-answer.txt. The 

structure of the file is without special characters or special format 

symbols. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For a complete silent install, we recommend the following settings  

 

installer-language=de/en Define the installer language 

mode=unattended Set the installation mode to silent install. 

unattendedmodeui=none Deny interactive questions 

installdir=C:\Program Files (x86)\RCCMD Select the installation path 

rccmd_license_key= The RCCMD key for this installation. If you do not have a key for 
the moment, leave the field empty. RCCMD will then be installed 
with an evaluation key. 

setup_type_choice=standard_choice Choose “Standard” for the module setup 

rccmd_configurator_set=1 Install the configuration interface* 

rccmd_notifier_set=1 Installs the messeging service for RCCMD* 

configurator_protocol=HTTPS Define the standard access protocol 

configurator_port=8443 Choose the access port for RCCMD  

configurator_password=RCCMD Enter the default password for the web interface 

startmenu_shortcut=1 Do you need a start menu short cut?* 

desktop_shortcut=0 Do you need desktop short cuts? * 

start_rccmd_service=0 Shall the RCCMD service start directly after installation without 
configuration? * 

open_rccmd_configurator=0 Shall the web configurator start directly after installation? * 
If your operating system does not provide a GUI, you may 
dismiss this step* 

* 1 = YES / 0= NO 

➔ Command to start the silent installation: rccmdinstaller.exe --option file rccmd-answer.txt 

The installation will be done as a background process. After installation, visit the web interface to configure the RCCMD client. 

How to access the interface via web browser:  
 

• https://127.0.0.1:8443 ,  

• https://[IP-address of the target computer]:8443,  

• https://localhost:8443 
 
Password: RCCMD or your selected password. 
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Note: RCCMD and Hyper-V- infrastructures 

 

HYPER-V is a virtualization technology from Microsoft, in which not only individual workstations but also entire server infrastructures can 

be operated within a virtual environment.  

The communication structure of Hyper-V is very structured, so that RCCMD can be operated without any problem: 

 

The higher-level instance is always informed first, and the subordinated instance waits accordingly for the release.  

In case of a shutdown via RCCMD, this means that the operating system announces the shutdown to Hyper-V: 

The operating system informs the hypervisor about a pending shut down and waits for an according feedback. The Hypervisor's purpose 

is to organize the structured shutdown of the virtual machines. After the hypervisor is finished, the operating system takes over again 

and shuts down the computer.  

If there is a Hyper-V cluster manager, too, the local Hyper-V first contact the cluster manager and asks what to do, because only the 

cluster manager is connected to / [ other cluster managers. By doing so, the migration of the virtual machines will be organized.  Once 

all desired virtual machines have been moved to other sources, Hyper-V then shuts down the remaining virtual machines and, when 

finished, hands over the local shut down to the operating system. 

Thanks to this structure, a local emergency shutdown management is quite simple:  

Just install an RCCMD client on each server and configure an RCCMD shutdown command for each single client - time separated, in a 

row, in a bunch, or whatever you need to protect your infrastructure. 

 

 

 

 

The Installation guide is finished. For more information, proceed with the Quick configuration guide for Windows, Linux and 

MAC. For detailed information about the user interface, please refer to part 3 – The User interface. 
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Installation - RCCMD for Linux 
 

 

 

Installation guide for Linux based operating systems 
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Installation under Linux with GUI 

 
In this case, we have chosen a Linux Mint "Ulaya 64 Bit" 
with the Cinnamon GUI. Please note that other 
distributions, derivatives and GUIs may differ. Please 
refer to the according user's manual or your operating 
system. 
 
Download and unpacking the software 

After downloading your copy of RCCMD, you need to 

unpack the file before installation is possible. 

Please ensure that the files are and it is not just a 

preview of the packed files. The installation will not work 

with packed files. 

 

 

 

Installing RCCMD 

 For the installation, elevated system rights are 

necessary. To get elevated system rights, open the 

unpacked folder as system administrator.  

 

Once opened the directory correctly, there is a note that 

you are working within the directory with elevated rights. 

With a double-click on installer.run, the installation 

process will start. 

 

 

 

 

The installation screen overview: 

Run the file „rccmdinstaller.run “with a double-click. 

  

 

Select language…      … Click “Forward”  
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The license agreement:  

 We know that nobody really reads a licence agreement, but 

we have nevertheless included it here. In order to use the 

RCCMD software, it is necessary to confirm the licence 

agreement. Due to this fact, we recommend to read it 

carefully before accepting… 

If you do not agree, the installer will exit and no changes will 

be made to your operating system.t. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The License Key 

Please enter the licence key you bought with your copy of 
RCCMD. If you do not have a key to hand, leave the field 
blank - RCCMD will then automatically use a 31-day 
evaluation key, after which the client will deactivate itself until 
a valid licence is entered. The operating system is not 
affected by this. Please note that you can use as many 
RCCMD clients in your network as you like, but each licence 
key can only be used once.  
 
As soon as a client is started with the key, the following client 
will terminate its service with the message "Licence Fraud".  
 
Only the so-called Corporate Key is valid for a certain 
number of clients and can therefore be entered several times. 
For more information about the corporate key, please contact 
your local dealer. If you want to reuse a key, simply uninstall 
the corresponding RCCMD installation that is no longer 
needed. 
 
Note: You can change the licence key at any time via the 
Advanced Settings in the RCCMD configuration menu. 
 
Setup Types 

Choose the installation type. There are two basic ways to carry out the installation.: 
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Standard installation  

 

 

The standard installation will be carried out with a default configuration that holds all recommended basic settings for your RCCMD 

software. 

For post-installation configuration, the following settings are pre-defined:  

 

https://127.0.0.1:8443   The Local Host: The RCCMD web configurator will serve your access 
attempt. 

 
https:// [IP address of the computers]:8443   The web interface can also be opened by any computer that is within the 

same network segment or reachable network  
 

Default password:      RCCMD 

Custom installation 

 

this installation type offers an installation dialogue to adjust the installation more precisely. Please note that the changed parameters 

may require additional administrative adjustments in the operating system. This type of installation is therefore only recommended for 

experienced users 

RCCMD offers options as followed:  

Destination Folder 

The default installation will be carried out at /opt/rccmd.  

If needed, please adapt the destination path. 

For a graphical file browser, click thin icon.  

Adapt the modules  

The RCCMD service is mandatory for the operation of 

RCCMD, therefore it cannot be selected or deselected. 

The RCCMD Configurator provides a web interface 

through which all necessary settings can be done after 

the installation. The web interface can be reached 

under the following addresses:  

 
https://127.0.0.1:8443   The Local Host: The RCCMD web configurator will serve your access 

attempt. 
 
https:// [IP address of the computers]:8443   The web interface can also be opened by any computer that is within the 

same network segment or reachable network  
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RCCMD Messaging Outputs 
 
By default, all messages that RCCMD receives and 
wants to pass on will be directed to the console. 
 
With these settings, an additional alarm behaviour can 
be configured: 
 

1. Display on all terminals: The message is 
displayed on all open terminals. 

2. Log messages: The messages are logged 
3. Display messages with XMessage:  

In case of a GUI, a popup-window appears to show RCCMD messages. 
 
Configure the Web Interface of RCCMD 

By default, the web interface of RCCMD is addressed 

with https and TCP/Port 8443. Edit the settings 

accordingly to adapt the RCCMD to fit to your network 

infrastructure. The default password is generally 

RCCMD. You can adapt it to your needs at a later 

time via the web interface. 

 

Installation Summary 

 

 

Depending on whether you have selected the standard installation or the manual installation, you can once again clearly display your 

selection here. Up to this point, RCCCMD has not yet carried out any installation work.  
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Linux: Finalizing the installation 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
RCCMD automatically installs and configures all necessary components. Afterwards, you can access the web interface by entering the 
IP address of the computer:  
 
How to access the web interface:  
 

•  https://127.0.0.1:8443,  

• https:// [IP address of the computer]:8443,  

• https://localhost:8443 
 
Password: RCCMD or your selected password. 
 
The graphical installation of RCCMD is now completed. Please continue with the configuration of RCCMD via the web menu. 
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Console installation 

 
Basically, the console installation needs the same configuration steps as with the graphical installer.  
 
The following installation example shows the installation on a Linux Mint 20.1 "Ulyssa". Please note that the exact installation 
commands may differ with your Linux version. 
 
After logon and downloading RCCMD, change to the according download directory and first unpack the file rccmd64.tar. 
 

 
 
Then change to the newly created directory with the unpacked installation files. 
 
Expand system rights 
 
Since system-relevant changes must be done during installation that are reserved for a system administrator, expanded system rights 
are required: 
 
Command: sudo su 
 
With the command sudo su necessary increased system rights can be obtained until revoking with the command "exit". As a result, this 
is recognizable by the fact that the username is preceded by "root@".  
 

  
 
This completes the preparatory work and you can start the installation dialogue. 
 
The installation dialogues 
 
In this mode, the installer offers an interactive setup that guides you comfortably through the installation process. The setup is called up 
via ./rccmdinstaller.run. 
 
Command: ./rccmdinstaller.run 
 

 
 
Language selection 
 
The language selection defines the language the installer should use. You can select another language later within RCCMD. Select your 
preferred installation language. 
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Copyrights, terms of use and license 
 

 
 
While we do not believe that anyone has ever enough time to read this licence agreement, in order to use the RCCMD software it is 

necessary to accept the terms of use and license agreements. So, contrary to the recommendation to read carefully, press the enter key 

until you can accept the terms of use document directly.: 

 

If you do not agree, the installer will exit and no changes will be made to your operating system and the installation dialogue will close. 
 
➔ If you agree, press „y “and confirm with ENTER your decision. 

 
The text-based installer: 
 
Part1: The key 
 
Enter the license key of your RCCMD software here. You can obtain the license key for a fee from your UPS provider. If you have 
purchased a CS141 Web manager with your UPS, a license is already included.  
 
If you do not have the key at hand, leave this field empty, RCCMD will automatically use an evaluation key. You can change the key 
later in the configuration menu of RCCMD and thus activate your copy permanently. 
 

 
 
Part 2: The Setup-Type 
 
The setup type defines how many changes can be done during installation. 
 

 
 
In general, there are two different setup styles: 
 

1. Recommended settings 
RCCMD selects the required components for you in order to grant error-free configuration and operation 
 

2. Custom installation 
In this installation mode, you can decide which program parts of RCCMD are to be installed. Please note that the 
individual modules are coordinated with each other. If you do not install some modules, it may result in RCCMD not 
functioning properly. This mode is only recommended for experienced users. 
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If Option 1 is selected: 
 
The setup tool selects the recommended default setting for you and prepares the installation for you: 
 

 
 
You will get a small overview about the modules. access, method and the installation path. On your mark, the installation of RCCMD is 
starts. With "Cancel", at this point, the installation is withdrawn and the setup program quits. 
 
Option 2: Custom installation 
 
Adapt the installation to fit to your infrastructure: 
 
Destination Folder: 
 

 
 
As a standard, RCCMD uses /opt/rccmd for the program data. If necessary, adapt the destination folder to your file system. 
 
RCCMD Service and Configurator 
 

 
 
The RCCMD service is mandatory – this service manages your shutdown procedure  
 
The RCCMD Configurator is the configuration interface for the RCCMD service. Unless you do exactly know what, you want to do, we  
recommend installing this module. 
 
RCCMD Messages 
 

 
 
RCCMD is capable to receive and display both, automatically generated status messages and custom configured text messages on 
system events within your UPS or BACS from all units of the CS121 and CS141 product family. With this setting you can define where 
the received messages are displayed accordingly. 
 

Log RCCMD messages 

 

All units of the CS121 and CS141 product family automatically create an event log with a time stamp for the system events. Therefore, it 

is normally not necessary to record all incoming messages. If you want to record the incoming messages, activate this function. 

XMessage for RCCMD 

 

If a graphical user interface is in use, RCCMD can display the messages as pop-up windows. 
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Web protocol, port selection and password 

 

The web interface can be accessed via http as well as https, whereby RCCMD activates HTTPS by default. You can adapt this setting 

to your requirements later via the configurator. For the correct setting, contact the local administrator. 

TCP / IP Port 

The port specification defines on which port the web interface can be reached. As a default setting, RCCMD uses port 8443 for its 

interface. Please refer to the local administrator to get the correct setting – the port must be available and may have to be enabled 

within firewall-solutions and port settings. 

Password 

Define the login password of RCCMD. This password will be used later when logging in to the web interface. If you want to assign the 

password later during configuration work, leave the field empty and confirm with ENTER. By doing so, the default password "RCCMD" is 

automatically active. 

Installation summary and start installation 

 

Up to this point, no changes have been made to your system. If you cancel the installation, your entries will be discarded and you will 

revert to the standard installation. 

Completing the installation: 
 

 
 
The configuration work is done - RCCMD automatically carries out the installation 
 

Note:  
 
By default, RCCMD is preconfigured to manage the shutdown of the operating system in case of receiving a valid RCCMD shutdown 
signal. However, since you have not yet defined the conditions a shutdown signal is to be sent or authorized a specific sender, "just 
activating “could lead to unpleasant surprises, e.g., if team members test the shutdown management at the same time.  
Before you start the service within a productive environment (and thus "arm" the shutdown), we recommend a quick configuration via the 
convenient web interface. 

 
The installation is finished, you may proceed with the 
configuration work. 
 
How to access the web interface:  
 

• http(s)://127.0.0.1:8443,  

• http(s):// [ IP address of the computer]:8443,  

• http(s)://localhost:8443 
 
Password: RCCMD or your own configured password. 

 
For the quick configuration via the web interface refer to the 

chapter: 

RCCMD Quick Configuration: Windows, Linux and MAC OS 
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Maintenance, Backup, Update, Restore and Uninstallation 

 

Note: 

The following instruction deals with uninstallation under Linux MINT (!) coming with a standard installation under /opt/rccmd/ - 

Depending on the distribution and your specifications during installation, installation paths, procedures and required parameters may 

differ from these instructions. Please Keep in mind that older versions of RCCMD used as installation path /usr/rccmd. 

In this case, you will find the exact commands in the help section of the Linux distribution you are using. 

Creating a backup file  

 
Please keep in mind: Depending on the user that is currently logged in; you may need to increase the current system rights with the 
command sudo su. Before installing a new (updated) version of RCCMD, cleanly uninstall the old RCCMD version. Depending on the 
configuration, a data backup as a preparatory measure can save a lot of work. To create a data backup, some configuration work is 
necessary:  
 

4. Create a backup that holds files 

5. Uninstalling the existing RCCMD client 

6. Installing the new /updated RCCMD client 

7. Implement the backup files. 

Step 1: Create a backup file: 
 

d. Open the directory /opt/rccmd 
Save a copy of this file:  
 

o The file „rccmd.cfg“  
 

e. Switch to the directory /opt/rccmd/webconfig/resources 
Save a copy of these files: 
 

o rccmdConfig_eclipse.properties 
o ream.properties 

 
f. Save all custom scripts and folders you want to hold. 

 
Step 2/3: Do the installation work 
 
Uninstall the existing RCCMD software and then install the new RCCMD software. 
 
Step 4: Import the backup files: 
 
The import of the backup is carried out in a similar way as the backup:  
 

e. Copy all custom scripts back to the original folders. 
 

f. Switch to the directory /opt/rccmd 
 

o Place your saved “rccmd.cfg” here and, if necessary, overwrite the existing file 
 

g.  Move on to the directory /opt/rccmd/webconfig/resources 
Place the following files from your backup here and, if necessary, overwrite any existing files: 

 
o rccmdConfig_eclipse.properties 
o realm.properties 

 
h. To reload your active RCCMD settings, restart RCCMD.  
i. Check settings and functions. 
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Uninstalling RCCMD for Linux 

 

The following instructions deal with the uninstallation of RCCMD for linux under Linux MINT (!) that was carried out with a standard 

installation at /opt/rccmd/ - Depending on the distributions and linux modules as well as user defined specifications during the 

installation, installation paths, procedures and required parameters may differ from these instructions. if in doubt, please contact the 

vendor of your linux operating system or refer to our technical support at support@generex.de: 

Simple method for a linux with an active GUI 

Option 1: Use the installer 

When installing RCCMD for the first time, this feature is not noticeable 

because there is no installed version of RCCMD yet.  

When updating to a higher program version, however, the old 

RCCMD version must first be uninstalled. For this purpose, the 

installer provides the corresponding caller routine.  

To do this, open the RCCMD installation package as system 

administrator and start the file "rccmdinstaller.run" with a double click. 

The installer automatically recognizes that RCCMD is already 

installed and offers to uninstall it automatically. Confirm the 

uninstallation with "Yes" and confirm that you want to uninstall all 

modules. 

 

 

The uninstallation will be carried out automatically:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

After the uninstallation is done, just click “Abort” to Cancel the installation dialog of RCCMD.  

Note: 

Uninstalling via the package and app management is specific to the respective Linux distribution and also depends on the personal 

taste of the system administrator. For more information about how to uninstall a program via the system settings, please refer to the  in 

user manual of the according linux distribution. 
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Uninstalling RCCMD via console 

RCCMD also comes with its own uninstallation program that you can call directly from the installation directory. 

To do this, first open a terminal window. To access the installation directory /opt/rccmd, you first need increased system rights:  

To do this, first open a terminal window. But to access the installation directory /opt/rccmd, you first need increased system rights:  

Command: sudo su 

 

You can recognise success by the fact that "root@" appears in front of your user name. 

Starting the uninstallation 

Now switch to the installation path of RCCMD to start the uninstallation: 

Command 1: cd /opt/rccmd 

Command 2: dir 

Command 3: Uninstall_RCCMD/uninstall 

First, change to the installation directory of RCCMD with the command "cd /opt/rccmd" and make sure with the command "dir" that you 

are in the correct directory and that the file Uninstall_RCCMD is present.  

 

 

 

 

As soon as you enter Uninstall_RCCMD/uninstall and confirm with Enter, the dialogue for the uninstallation starts, which will guide you 

through the procedure: 
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Uninstalling of no GUI is present 

The direct installation can also be triggered from the installation directory of RCCMD directly. By default, this is located under 

/opt/rccmd. To get there, however, you need extended system rights after logging in:  

Command: sudo su 

 

Initiate uninstall 

Switch into the installation path of RCCMD:  

Command 1: cd /opt/rccmd 

Command 2: dir 

Command 3: Uninstall_RCCMD/uninstall 

 

First, change to the installation directory of RCCMD with the command "cd /opt/rccmd" and make sure with the command "dir" that you 

are in the correct directory and that the file Uninstall_RCCMD is present. As soon as you enter Uninstall_RCCMD/uninstall and confirm 

with Enter, the dialogue for the uninstallation starts, which will guide you through the procedure: 

 

The uninstallation is done, press Enter to return to your console. 
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Installation - RCCMD for MAC OS  
 

 

 

MAC OS Installation guide 
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Installation with the Install Builder r\2020-04-07\MacOSX\ 

 

Releasing the file for installation 

Apple differs between installable software and original certified software. Due to this fact, an application for MAC OS that ultimately does 

not come from the Apple Store itself, may simply be rejected the first installation attempt. Instead of installing as wanted, MAC OS offers 

to drop this piece of software into Recycle Bin: 

 

To continue the installation, click on the lock symbol under Settings/Security. Now click on the "Cancel" button of the warning message. 

MAC OS will offer you the option "Open anyway": 

 

This shall trigger a warning message with the „Open “– button: 
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Approving a file for the installation 

 If someone wants to install something on an Apple PC, 

extended system rights are sometimes necessary or the 

installation cannot be carried out.  

Apple's installation manager needs to hand over the entire 

installation process to the 3rd party software. To confirm this 

step, the installation manager asks for the corresponding 

password. 

 

 

 

RCCMD installation dialogue 

The installer is multilingual, you may choose the default 

language (English) or a language that is more familiar with you. 

Due to the fact that the language of the installer has nothing to 

do with the language of RCCMD itself, feel free to choose your 

language - it is possible to adapt the language later on.  

For this Installation guide, we choose the default language 

"English". 

➔ When ready, click on OK  

 

The RCCMD Welcome Screen 

After selecting your preferred language, RCCMD needs some 

information for the installation process:  

In general, the installer asks for some basic data that are 

necessary for the initial setup configuration. Before you 

continue, please ensure a valid key is available and at hand.  

RCCMD will ask for it. at any time up to the start, it is possible 

to abort the installation by clicking "Cancel"; Unless to the final 

click, no changes will be made to your operating system. 

 

➔ Click NEXT 

 

 

 

Copyrights, licence agreements, and other stuff to read  

We would like to briefly explain what you are allowed to do, 

what you are not allowed to do, how the software has to be 

used, etc - Information that can be read within estimated 0.8 

seconds before clicking "I accept the agreement". 

By the way, we recommend to read it carefully and if you click 

on "I do not accept the agreement", the installation will be 

aborted because you have not agreed, previously saved data 

will be removed again and the installation dialogue will be 

closed. 

➔ After selecting „I accept the agreement “click NEXT 
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 Select installation directory 

The installer selects a typical Apple installation directory and 

recommends it for installation. 

If the installation directory does not fit to your system, adjust 

the location according to your wishes and ideas. 

 

 

 

 

➔ After selecting an installation path, click „NEXT “  

 

 

The licence key: 

Enter your licence key - this was given to you by your dealer 

with the UPS documentation, is included in the 

documentation of your CS141 / SITEMANAGER or 

SITEMONITOR or was brought to you via e-mail. 

If you do not have a licence key at hand, simply enter 

"DEMO" at this point. RCCMD will use an internal evaluation 

key and start the test phase.  You can change the licence 

key at any time via the web interface.  

By doing so, RCCMD will be unlocked to the full version on 

restart.  

 

➔ After entering the licence key (or „nothing “), click 

„NEXT “. 

 

Optional modules: 

The WebIf installs the user interface you need for convenient 

and mandatory configuration. 

If the WebIf is not selected, please select it so that it is 

installed.  

Why is this optionally when I need it? 

It’s simple: other software versions may use modules that are 

really not important. In this case, you need it. 

 

 

 

 

➔ Click „NEXT “to continue 
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http(s) and port setting 

RCCMD is configured via a modern web interface. 

 

To provide access to the web interface, RCCMD needs to know whether you want to use http/https or on which port internally the 

interface should be accessible. The default port for RCCMD is port 8443, but you can select any port that fits your network and is not 

occupied. RCCMD is configured via a modern web interface. 

In order to access the web interface, RCCMD needs to know whether you want to use http/https and on which port internally the 

interface should be accessible. The default port for RCCMD is port 8443, but you can select any port that suits your network and is 

available: 

 

 

Please note:  

RCCMD comes with its own certificate, but it was not created on the MAC OS. A modern web browser will of course notice this and 

complain that although there is a valid certificate, it cannot be guaranteed that the website is also what it claims to be. Since this is a 

local installation, you may can ignore this notice accordingly.  

➔ Click „NEXT “ 

 

Summary and start installation 

In the next step, RCCMD shows you your selection, i.e., the installation directory, the available disk space and the estimated disk space 

required for the installation. With "Back" you can go back to the individual configuration steps and with "Cancel" you can cancel and 

discard the installation. 

 

 

➔ Click “NEXT” to confirm your choices. 

➔ Click “NEXT “to start the installation. 
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Installation progress and firewall 

The installer shows you an overview of the installation process. 

RCCMD will ask you whether the firewall should be configured automatically so that you can access the web interface afterwards. With 

this question, the installation is completed and RCCMD is ready for use. 

➔ Confirm the firewall question with a click on „YES” 

 

First start of the web configurator  

The Safari web browser will inevitably detect that 

RCCMD is using a supposedly invalid certificate. This 

is not quite correct:  

The certificate is valid, but it was not issued on this 

computer. Thus, the computer cannot authenticate 

itself as credible to itself. However, since you are on 

your own computer and are sitting in front of the 

machine via the WebIF or via the URL 

https://localhost:8443, you can ignore this notice and 

confirm the certificate permanently. 

 

 

Quick configuration 

 

The installation of RCCMD on a MAC OS is completed. Now proceed with the chapter for quick configuration of RCCMD via the web 

interface. 
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RCCMD Quick Setup: Windows, Linux and MAC OS  
 

 

Quick Configuration Guide – The most important settings 
For Windows, Linux und Mac OS 
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Login and quick configuration 

 

This chapter is about getting started quickly and securing your RCCMD installation. 

How to access the web-based interface:  
 

• https://127.0.0.1:8443 ,  

• https:// [IP-Adresse des Computers]:8443,  

• https://localhost:8443 
 
Password: RCCMD or your password 

 
If you have assigned a password during installation, you need to enter it now for access.  If you left the field blank, use this original 

password: 

• RCCMD or the password you entered during installation. 

After logging in, you can access the configuration menus: 

 

Step 1: Click on Status > System Status 

 

 

Please check that under System Status RCCMD is set to "not running". This ensures that your server cannot be accidentally shut down 

for now. 
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Step 2: Options>Connections 

 

 

Under Connections, click "Insert" and enter the IP address of the responsible CS121/ CS141/ UPSManager, ... - in short, the valid 

RCCMD Shutdown Sender.  

Make sure that you also click on "Save Changes" at the top right so that the stored IP address is valid. 

What you do with this step: 

As soon as an IP address is stored right here, the RCCMD client will only accept exactly THIS IP address as an authorized transmitter. 

Other signals are politely documented, but the execution is refused. 

 

Step 3: Control Heartbeats under Options>Heartbeats 

 

 

Via this function, you can determine whether the RCCMD client also reaches 

its CS141 and communication is running. Please note that for licensed 

products - i.e., manufacturers of SNMP cards that have carried out an 

RCCMD licensing, this function is not necessarily supported by the hardware.  

All GENEREX cards (BACS / CS121/ CS141/ SITEMONITOR / 

SITEMANAGER) support this function, RCCMD shall provide an "OK" at this 

point. 
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Step 4: Check the shutdown sequence 

 

Under Options, click on Shutdown Settings 

 

By default, the command sequence "Shut down system" should already be included:  

RCCMD triggers a shutdown script that will advise the Windows operating system to shut down and switch off the hardware. If the 

computer should simply restart afterwards, this is set within the BIOS. Keep in mind that some settings must be done by BIOS settings 

that will configure. beneath other things, the mainboard directly and depends on how the entire computer shall react to a power fail. 

How does the RCCMD shutdown job list work? 

If an RCCMD shutdown is triggered via a valid transmitter, this list is executed from top to bottom as entered. So, make sure that 

"System Shutdown" is always the last item to be executed. 

Step 5: Check and change licence 

 

Open Status>System Status and click on Start  

 

Proceed to "Event log". If you see this entry, the key you entered is not correct:  
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How to change the RCCMD license Key: 

 

Click on Options>Advanced Settings 

At the very bottom, you will find the setting "Update license key": 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Simply enter the new key and click "Restart" under "Status". The test key log file entry appears until a valid key is entered. 

Step 6: Change User Password 

 
Click on Options>User Settings 
 

 
 
Using the default password is a crucial security leak – If not changed during installation phase to a custom password, RCCMD will grant 
a access to all RCCMD functions for anyone who knows how to read a manual. Due to this fact, we strongly recommend to change the 
password as fast as possible. 
 
How to change the password 
 
Current Administrator Password:  Enter the current password. If not changed during installation, enter ‘RCCMD’. 
New Administrator Password:   Enter a new password.  
Confirm Administrator Password:  Repeat your new password to confirm your settings.  
 

Note:  
 
Remember to choose a “strong password”, e.g. “Refl-Jobo-45&3-Hable”. 
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The RCCMD Web Interface  
 

 
All configuration menus in detail explained  

For Windows, Mac OS and Linux 
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The Welcome Screen 

 
After installation, log in via the web interface and start with the configuration of RCCMD. The user’s name is predefined by system and 
cannot be changed: 
 

- All configured actions are administrative interventions in a running operating system. 
 
Available password options 
 

- If you did not assign a password during installation: 
 
In this case, use the default password RCCMD. 

 
- If you assigned your own password during installation: 

 
Use the password that you assigned. 

 

Note 
 
On initial setup, the system status is defaultly "not running".  
 
In this system state, RCCMD will neither receive nor be able to convert valid signals. This is an intentional state because with the initial 
default start-up configuration state, any valid RCCMD shutdown signal will be executed accordingly. 
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Check system state 

 
After logging in, you will be redirected to the current system status page. From here, RCCMD can be basically actively switched ON / 
OFF: 

 
Start 
 
Starts the RCCMD service. The configuration changes will be armed. As soon as RCCMD is active, incoming RCCMD signals will be 
logged executed. 
 
Stop 
 
This function stops the RCCMD service. The incoming signals are not monitored and RCCMD will neither log nor trigger incoming 
RCCMD signals. 
 
Restart 
 
The restart stops the RCCMD service and then starts it again. This function combines the other two functions and can be used to 
initialize a configuration on the fly. 
 
 

Note 
 
Why do I need an RCCMD „Restart “? 
 
In some cases, RCCMD has to read configuration files and take them to the active configuration during initialization. However, this can 
only be done during a restart - the complete server does not have to be restarted for this, it is sufficient if RCCMD exits briefly and then 
restarts itself. If this is necessary when changing configurations, RCCMD will automatically inform you via a pop-up window. 
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Logfiles 

 

Once RCCMD is active, it will log all incoming traffic and actions.  

The log file holds all system relevant information, including 

• Date and timestamp 

• Sender address 

• Requested action or function 

• Execution status 

With these files, RCCMD provides options for analyzes of the path of an RCCMD signal. 

Connections 

 

Within larger installations, it may happen that some senders are not necessarily allowed to shut down a specific RCCMD managed 

server. A typical example would be an SQL database that is only shut down when all connections have been closed properly, or special 

backup servers or domain controllers that have to shut down last and start first. There are also many scenarios in which an RCCMD 

client is only allowed to implement a signal from certain sources and must refuse execution in any other case. 

Note: 

Within the RCCMD configuration, this setting is necessary if you want to unlock and define redundancy behaviour: As soon as two or 

more UPS systems are present, the corresponding transmitters must be defined within this menu. 

  

RCCMD UDP Broadcast Support 

As soon as a CS141 sends information about a job over the network and no IP address is 

used, the message will be carried out via unidirectional UDP. These jobs can be identyfied 

by the fact that no IP address is defined within the CS141 job configuration dialogue at 

"Parameters", or simply the option "broadcast" is available. 

However, an RCCMD client will ignore these broadcast messages until this feature is explicitly enabled. Keep in mind that UDP data 

packages are not ensured by handshakes as known with TCP by design – if broadcast messages are not in use, disable this feature to 

reduce the risk of IP spoofing.  
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RCCMD Message windows 

In some cases, it is necessary to restart RCCMD briefly as a service. This can be done under System Status within the configuration 

interface. 

If this step is necessary, RCCMD will inform you directly when accepting the data:  

 

Never show again 

This window is no longer displayed until you have closed the web browser and opened it again. You can therefore carry out all the 

configurations and then restart RCCMD. 

OK 

The critical RCCMD service generally waits for your instruction. This button is the general read confirmation. It will re-appear in case of 

any system critical changes are saved. RCCMD will only restart itself in exceptional situations if it is absolutely necessary for a 

configuration step. 

Heartbeats 

Under circumstances, the connection between RCCMD and CS141 can break down. This happens, for example, if a switch is forgotten 

during a power failure and simply does not work during the power loss. In this case, the CS141 would send a valid shutdown signal, but 

it would never reach its destination.  

Another scenario would be a defective switch or router: 

Since RCCMD is a pure receive program that reacts to the input of signals, it cannot know whether the connection is generally switched 

correctly. With Heartbeats, RCCMD will be able to interact with any IP address that is configured at Connections: 

 
UPSMAN Traps 
 
In this case, an RCCMD server sends an unsolicited trap message to the RCCMD client. The receipt of this message is logged 
accordingly. 
 
By Polling 
 
The RCCMD client cyclically requests a message from the RCCMD server and logs the availability of the remote station. If this 
connection is not possible, the process can be repeated freely definable often. 
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When the alive check fails, then RCCMD will use the following setting 
 

This script is a standard file which can be freely edited. RCCMD does not give you any specifications as to what should or can be 

achieved with this script. Feel free to edit it as needed.  

Note: 

RCCMD must, of course, somehow know which devices are ultimately to be tested. The list of devices to be checked is taken from the 

list you enter at Connections: The reason is that these devices are of particular relevance for the RCCMD client. 

Defining the redundancy level 

 

First of all, … 

Please note the distinction between the CS141 and the UPS - Normally, the UPS cannot send a message, only the CS141 connected to 
the UPS. This can be an external device via RS232 / RS485 or also an internal slot card. Technically they are independent devices, but 
if you follow the path of the signal starting from the UPS, it is easier to visualize if you consider the CS141 as a component and 
therefore the UPS as the "transmitter"... 
If there is more than one UPS in a network, systems can be connected redundantly. In this case, the failure of one of two power 

supplies may not necessarily trigger an emergency shutdown. 

RCCMD can be set to take this network configuration into account. The configuration will be carried out as followed: 

1. Under connections, define static valid IP addresses of all valid RCCMD senders (including the UPS) 

2. At redundancy, decide, which of the IP addresses will be included into the Redundancy, 

3. Set up the redundancy level: 

The redundancy level follows a clear scheme: As soon as one of the selected valid transmitters sends a shutdown, the 

redundancy level is used to determine how many other transmitters must also send a shutdown: 

0 – No other signal is required, RCCMD will trigger shutdown process immediately. 

1 – At least one ein weiterer der ausgewählten Sender muss einen Shutdown senden 

2 – At least two more of the selected transmitters must confirm a shutdown. 

3 – At least three more of the selected transmitters must confirm a shutdown. 

The maximum redundancy is automatically adjusted to the number of IP addresses of valid transmitters selected under "Group". You 

can therefore never select more units than are actually available. Please keep in mind, if you select 3 devices for redundancy, you may 

also configure that 2 of 3 can advise a shutdown. But in this case, you will not be able to define which of them will send. 
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Redundancy shut down override 

It can always happen that a shutdown has to be carried out even though both UPS systems are in order and the main power supply is 

running faultlessly - a typical scenario here would be a defective air conditioning system, which would result in the overheating of 

servers and other infrastructure - and only one of your CS141 monitors them additionally.  

In this case, harmed server should also shut down in time before getting damaged by overheating. RCCMD offers several options to 

solve such a problem: 

1. Write a small shut down script and place it within the RCCMD installation folder. This script can be triggered directly via the 

RCCMD job “RCCMD Execute”.  

With this command, RCCMD offers an option to start any script that triggers any command - including a scripted shutdown 

routine. Since this is not the job "RCCMD shutdown", which was specifically associated with the UPS, the RCCMD client 

would execute this command accordingly - with an entry in the connections table, the IP address of the sender is allowed to 

send commands. 

How to use a third CS141 independently  

As an example, the third CS141 was configured to handle environmental control only:  

Depending on your personal style and the configuration level, up to 8 analogue sensors and 4 digital inputs can be possible 

and may include fire and smoke sensors, glass breakage sensors, access control systems, gas detectors, temperature 

sensors, level detectors, digital alarm wires, battery management systems, motion detectors, etc.  

 

In this case, you would enter all three CS141s at Connections, but for redundancy, you would only select the two transmitters 

that deal directly with the UPS and the emergency shutdown in case of problems with the UPS. The third CS141, which is only 

responsible for the environmental control systems, could in this case send an RCCMD shutdown independently. 

Withdrawal of a shutdown: 

From a redundancy of 1 (= two units), a shutdown can also be reversed - this is the case, for example, when the main power supply of a 

UPS has been restored. This is done at the transmitter with the custom command "WAKEUP" - this is the signal for the RCCMD client 

that the cause of a fault has been eliminated, and the counter is corrected accordingly. 

Note: 

In this context, each CS141 is generally only allowed to send one shutdown signal. The RCCMD client remembers which transmitter 

has already sent and which transmitter has sent a corresponding counter command. The restart of the RCCMD client - normally a start 

after shutting down the computer or via system status - generally resets this counter to 0. Therefore, if you test the incoming signals 

after configuration, restart the RCCMD client again in any case to prevent an accidental shutdown. 
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Shutdown Settings 

 

RCCMD for Windows offers extensive possibilities to run a well-structured shutdown. To provide quick configuration, the command 

"Shut down system" is already preconfigured as a basic setting: As soon as RCCMD receives a valid shutdown signal, the script 

shutdown.bat is started, which instructs the operating system to terminate all programmes and processes, shut down the operating 

system and switch off the associated machine. 

Note: 

This command should be the last command of the command sequence that RCCMD should execute, as RCCMD will switch itself off 

with this command. All commands that follow will no longer be executed.  

The script that gives this command its effectiveness can be found at shutdown.bat. You will find this page below the dialogue and can 

adapt or change this batch file as desired by clicking "Edit file". 

Adding a command to the existing command sequence 

Click Insert to add a new command to the current sequence.  

RCCMD provides a list of possible pre-defined commands: 

 
Log off from System  

 
All users are logged out of the system and foreground 
processes are closed accordingly. 
 

 
 
Shut down System 

 
All active programmes are terminated and the system shuts 
down and switches off the machine. Any unsaved data is lost 
in the process. 
 

 
Restart system 

 
All active programmes are closed and the system shuts down, 
but then restarts. 
 

 
 
Hibernate System 

 
Similar to shutting down, except that all information from the 
current state of the operating system and its programmes is 
written to the hard disk. Information that has not been saved is 
retained. Not all programmes support this option. 
 

 
Suspend System 

 
An energy-saving mode in which all components not required 
for direct operation are switched off to save power. The 
operating system stores volatile data on the hard disk and 
switches into a deep sleeping mode. Whether it works 
depends on whether the operating system and the 
programmes that are currently running support this mode. 
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Quit Lotus Notes 

 
Lotus Notes is a little bitchy when the operating system is 
simply shut down - it expects to be shut down specifically 
beforehand. 
 

 
Quit Siemens SIMATIC 

 
A SIMATIC server is very sensitive if a specific SIMATIC 
shutdown sequence is not followed exactly. This job 
terminates the SIMATIC server cleanly before the operating 
system can be shut down in the next step. 
 

 
Wait some seconds 

 
Especially if you have your own scripts running, which in turn 
trigger parallel scripts or contain special executables and 
commands, it can happen that the scripts do not have enough 
time to run cleanly to the end and fulfil their respective tasks. 
With this entry in the shutdown sequence, it is possible to 
define a timer that RCCMD waits before proceeding to the 
next point in the shutdown list. 
 

 
RCCMD shut down relay 

 
RCCMD can also send shutdown signals - therefore it is 
important to define valid senders that are authorised to instruct 
a shutdown. You can also not only control the redundancy 
behaviour via UPS and CS141, you can also have an RCCMD 
shutdown jump across different servers. 
 

 
Custom command 

The custom command gives you full freedom of action to run 
scripts locally on your system in a sequence - you can start 
programmes, terminate processes, run command lines, trigger 
routines, etc. 
  

 

The command sequence is always run and triggered from top to bottom "as read".  

 

Depending on the type of commands that are triggered, contradictions or problems with rights management can occur within complex 

structures, which can have very different effects:  

A typical problem would be, for example, if you start an external backup programme with its own shutdown scenarios via the "Manual 

command" within the command sequence and have not removed entry in the command sequence that is supposed to shut down the 

operating system: 

As soon as the backup programme has been started, RCCMD logically executes its next command in the chain and ultimately forces 

the backup programme to shut down - which can lead to very different results: 

• The operating system shuts down, the backup programme reports an error  

• The backup programme refuses to accept RCCMD’s shutdown command and takes over. 

• The operating system becomes interactive, asks via dialogue box what should happen and waits until power loss... 

With more complex structures and your own scripts, always pay attention to possible mutual dependencies and rights management, 

which is strongly influenced by the operating system. 
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Notification Settings 

 

These batch files control the internal configuration of your RCCMD installation and determine which executable jobs as well as 

additional custom scripts. Via the build-in editor, they can be extended to implement additional functions and can even control complex 

script sequences.  

Please note: These files are very sensitive! 

1. The modification of the pre-set batch files is at your own risk. By changing the parameters and extending these files, you will 

change the basic behaviour of the RCCMD client. 

2. Make a backup copy of the original file before modifying! 

3. Do not rename the files - RCCMD will not be able to find them. 

 

At this point, RCCMD uses different groups of commands that can be received. Depending on which command you send from a valid 

RCCMD transmitter to this client, one of these three scripts is started first. 

Message Notification This is the script that controls the RCCMD Alarm Box, which gives you this beautiful window of notices on 

the screen. As soon as you receive messages from a CS141, this file is called. 

 

Execute Notification This script accepts RCCMD commands when commands are to be executed that start programmes or 

scripts. 

Note 

These are the initial scripts within RCCMD!  

As soon as you send a "Custom Command", e.g., to start the batch file HalloWorld.bat, the "Execution Notation" n organizes to run the 

according file - Whatever is added by user will be generally executed on calling and cannot be restricted to certain "jobs".   
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Advanced Settings 

Event Log File 

Specify how many KB the log file may become before RCCMD starts to overwrite the oldest entry. The following scheme is followed: 

Entry 1 -> This entry will be removed. 
Entry 2 
Entry 3 
Entry 4 -> This entry will be added 
 
RCCMD logfiles will be read from top. The first entry is generally the oldest available entry and the most recent entry at the bottom of 
the event list.   
 
RCCMD Bindings 

RCCMD Bindings is a sophisticated tool that 

helps you to limit traffic. Since this setting deeply 

affects your network setting, it should be used 

with caution. The bindings allow forcing RCCMD 

to listen on a specific network card. In case of 

multihoming is in use, the listener can be 

configured to a specific IP address within one 

network card.  As an example, this will be used if 

there is a necessity to divide the network 

logically into a production network and an 

infrastructure network via VLAN: 

In this example scenario, two or more network 

adapters can be installed. Binding RCCMD to 

one specific network card will prevent users to 

access the RCCMD client and accidentally shut 

down a server - this is only possible via devices 

that are located in VLAN 3 or have been 

properly enabled via a router. 
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Another scenario is the so-called “multihoming”: 

It is not absolutely necessary for modern network devices that an IP address is firmly linked to one network interface. In fact, multiple IP 

addresses can be connected via a network interface - they share hardware, but otherwise form self-contained instances. As an 

example, this could be a web server that manages different websites with a unique IP address: the server is connected by a router that 

determines between incoming signals and signals provided by local network. Bindings will instruct RCCMD to listen for incoming 

RCCMD signals only at a specific IP address that is assigned to the local network only. 

 

Note 

These configurations are used in special scenarios. Normally you can leave the setting 127.0.0.1 / local host, port 6003. In that case, 

RCCMD will listen on all available IP addresses for a valid incoming signal. Since you have defined the valid sender address at the 

menu Connections, RCCMD will notice the signal but deny execution and log this fact as an invalid RCCMD command. 

Message Port 

Normally, RCCMD is a background service that is not allowed to show messages on the display. For this purpose, the RCCMD service 

passes the information to the "Web-If", which is registered as a foreground process and therefore authorized to interact with a user and 

trigger or initiate foreground processes. 

Special function: Running a job as interactive user 

This function allows RCCMD to interact with the system as a foreground process with the rights of the currently logged-in 

user. The operating condition is that at least one user must be logged in to execute a command. Which commands and scripts 

can be executed depend on the system rights of the according user. 

RCCMD License 

Each RCCMD installation requires a corresponding license. If you do not have a license at hand when starting, a 30-day demonstration 

license will start automatically. After that, RCCMD will stop until you have entered a valid license.  

Please note that RCCMD clients in the network coordinate with each other: If you have issued a duplicate license, only the first 

installation claiming the license will run. The other clients will disable RCCMD service with a license fraud message in the event log.  
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Web access  

 

The web access settings allow users to configure an individual access method and define the access ports. The RCCMD web interface 

will only respond to these queries. 

Default settings: 

 

 

Protocol (choose an option):         HTTP / HTTPS 

Default port for http:         8080 

Default port for https:         8443 
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User Settings: 

 

Unlike the CS141, RCCMD only contains a pre-defined and hard-coded user. The password can be adjusted at any time to fit to 

password policies of any company: 

Current Administrator Password:  The password you are using for login. 

New Administrator Password:    change the password 

Confirm New Password:  To ensure that your new password does not contain a typo, you need to 

repeat it. 
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Help 

 

Manual 

You need help? 

The manuals are available inside RCCMD – you do not need 

any additional network connection. 

Due to the fact the manual is a pdf-file you may need additional 

software tools to open the according file. 

 

 

 

 

 

Info 

Need additional information about your copy of RCCMD? 

The info button will show  

 

- Acknowledgements  

- EULA  

- Copyrights 
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7.2 Die RCCMD – Die Appliance – Options oft he web interface in Detail 

 
In the following, we will introduce you to the functional elements of the RCCMD appliance and explain the setting options available on 

the RCCMD web interface. 

System tab Language 

 

For language options, select the system tab “Language 

 

 

RCCMD supports the languages German, English and French.  

To switch to the corresponding language pack, select the appropriate language. RCCMD will switch to the language at once without a 

restart. 
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System tab: Status 

 
This menu contains general information about the RCCMD operating state and all available log files. 
 

 
 
 
System Status 
 
 
 
The system status is an interactive dialog which provides immediate information about the current operating status of RCCMD: 
 
 
 
The buttons provide the following actions: 
 
Start  Starts RCCMD when stopped 
Stop  Stops RCCMD when starts 
Restart  Stops and Restart RCCMD 
 
 
 
 
Depending on the current action, the Current status of RCCMD will be shown: 
 
 
Not running 
 

  
 
RCCMD is disabled and will not protect your server.  
 
 
Running 
 

 
 
RCCMD is online and waits for incoming signals. 
 
 
The peculiarity of this function 

All settings during configuration will be cached temporarily, RCCMD will continue to work in the background with the configuration of the 

last system start. 

To activate the new configuration, it is mandatory to stop, start or restart the RCCMD service. 
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System tab: Event Log 

 

 
 
 
RCCMD logs events concerning the RCCMD service: 
 

- Notifications 
- System Events 
- Actions 
- Executed scripts 

 
RCCMD logging includes these information 
 

- Date of the event 
- Time when the event arrived 
- IP address of the sending device 
- Success / failure while executing a job 

 
Using this event report, complex event chains can be traced back in individual steps and evaluated in conjunction with the event logs of 
the associated CS141. 
 
By doing so, it is possible to track: 
 
- When a server shuts down 
- Why a server shuts down 
- How fast a system reacted to an incident. 
 
Event reports help to break down complicate issues and may show futural problems. 
 

Downloading an event log 
 
Larger companies require regular status reports on IT security.  
 
RCCMD therefore allows you to download and export the log files to a CSV file that is integra table into external monitoring systems and 
databases. 
 
You will find the download link below the last log entry: 
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System tab: View VMware Logs 

 
 
 

 
 
 
The RCCMD Appliance provides extensive log files to assist with the recovery of an incident.  

 

RCCMD logs the following information: 

- Date 

- Time 

- Received signals 

- Own communication attempts 

- Executed scripts 

- Dry run results 

 

Depending on the depth of detail of the evaluations, you can use these log files to trace the path of a shutdown even over complex 

network nodes and compare them with other log files. 
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System tab: Options 

Under Options, you will find all the settings you need to configure RCCMD. 
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System tab: Connections  

Define the permitted inbound connections 
 
If you leave this field empty, all incoming RCCMD shutdown signals may trigger a shutdown.  
As a surprise, this is an unfavourable condition that should be changed. By entering a sender IP, you limit which devices are in principle 
authorized to send a command to this RCCMD client. 
 
RCCMD commands from unauthorized devices are logged, but the RCCMD denies an execution. 
 

 

The Connections configuration dialog 
 
Insert and Edit 
 
With insert, add a new IP address. 

Save Changes will add the IP addrss to IP white list. Close aborts the process 

and exits the configuration dialog. Repeat the process until all RCCMD 

authorized stations have been recorded. 

If the settings change over time, they can be edited: 

Select an IP address and press Edit. The selected IP address is offered to you 

in the configuration dialog and can be changed by you according to your ideas. 

Save Changes complete the process. 

Close cancels the process and terminates the configuration dialog. 

 

 

Valid is both, the IP address of the sender as well as a valid host name 

Working with hostnames is always tricky: 

you also need a DNS server for translation between hostname and IP address 

this hostname is associated with. If the DNS server is down or the 

communication to the server is broken, RCCMD will not be able to contact the 

according host and manage a shut down. 

RCCMD supports host names, but in order to avoid the issue described 

above, we recommend to use an IP address.  
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RCCMD is a client that will always wait for an incoming signal! You need to configure an RCCMD sender like the CS141 Web manager: 

At UPS event management, select as job RCCMD Shutdown – you may choose between the IP address or the host name of the 

RCCMD client.  

 

 

In critical resource management, it is advisable to eliminate as many interfering possibilities as possible.  

As an example, if you need a server that can resolve the hostnames into IP addresses, the communication between client and sender 

will stop working as soon as the server is unavailable. 

Therefore, the general recommendation is to use a manual IP addresses: by doing so, all devices inside a network segment can 

communicate with each other without additional server. 

Note 

If you configure the CS141 and want to see if the jobs you have configured are correctly received by RCCMD, you can use connections 

to create an inbound log. As long as the sender is not explicitly included in Connections, RCCMD will log the execution but refuse to 

execute it. 

However, at least one IP address must be entered in order to activate this filter function.  

 
Preparing UPS redundancy 

Some settings depend on each other. If you have several UPS systems paired in operation in order to secure the server infrastructure, it 

may be necessary to specify more than one UPS to trigger a shutdown command. 

If you enter two or more valid IP addresses for a valid RCCMD signal, the "Redundancy" menu is automatically activated and can be 

used. 

RCCMD can be configured to manage valid RCCMD shutdown signals from different sources. For details, refer to the menu 
"Redundancy". 
 
 
 
How to delete an IP address 
 
Click on the IP address and press Remove. 
This will delete the IP address. 
 
Remember to press Save changes at the upper right position to save your 
settings permanently. 
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Increase the connection security 

 
 
This feature adds security to your network, but conversely also increases administration overhead: 
 
You can instruct the RCCMD to explicitly accept SSL-encrypted communication with a valid certificate.  
If a sender does not have an SSL certificate to identify itself, the connection is terminated.  
 
In addition to this feature, you can instruct RCCMD to check SSL certificates are up-to-date. If the certificate becomes expired, it is 
considered invalid and the connection is terminated accordingly. 
 
 
 

Note 

Surely you have already noticed how often we point out 
that the save function changes the colour.  
 
If you enter or change data within a configuration dialog, 
data are saved temporary, without any impact on current configuration. 
If your configuration work is done, you need to write your local settings to the RCCMD configuration file. 
 
To activate the new configuration, RCCMD needs to be restarted - just press at Status stop / start or restart. RCCMD will re-read the 
new configuration and take over the new configuration. 
 

 

System tab: Heartbeats 

 
The heartbeats’ function provides an availability lookup. The communication between RCCMD client and the associated server can be 
monitored and logged: 
 

 
 

 
In principle, two basic sources of interference are checked: 
 
1. The general network accessibility 
2. The UPSMan service of the CS141 
 
This test is not designed to run complex network diagnostics. RCCMD can use this test to find out if the RCCMD signal sending device 
is available and as well as working properly. 
 
The RCCMD client offers two basic options: 
 

- Automatic mode 
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.  
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

You can choose between two different options: 
 
UPSMAN Traps 
 
An RCCMD server sends a trap message to the RCCMD client. The receipt of this message is logged accordingly.  
 

By Polling 
 
The RCCMD client cyclically requests a message from the RCCMD server and logs the reachability of the remote station. In case of 
connection lost, the queries can be repeated as often as configured. If polling ends unsuccessful, an automatic script can be started. 
 
 
 This script can be customized freely to your 
needs. With Edit File ... you can directly edit and 
adapt the file in the web browser. 
 
To edit this file, Linux scripting knowledge is 
mandatory. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The Manual mode 
 
With Test UPS connections, RCCMD provides a tool that enables quick accessibility lookup test. 
 
Run alive check now ...  
 
opens an additional window. All RCCMD devices entered at Connections are listed and will be queried. 
 
Lack of communication readiness and missing availability will be displayed accordingly: 
 

 
 

  … Testing in progress 

  … Testing complete, device is available und UPSMan service is running 

 … Testing complete, device not found. 
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Please note: RCCMD will show the result for information and troubleshooting purposes. 
 
An Alive Check may fail under the following conditions: 
 

- Network failure or broken infrastructure 
- Target device is switched off 
- Locked or misconfigured ports 
- incorrect routing 
- UPSMan service does not answer 

 
Unlike automatic polling, no automatic script is executed on failure, as RCCMD assumes that an authorized administrator is monitoring 
this manual lookup process. 
 
Please note that the configuration will only take effect after you have pressed the green Save Changes, as the RCCMD Client must be 
restarted for this function. 
 

 
 
 

System tab: Redundancy 

 

 
 
The redundancy behaviour depends on the settings of Connections and Heartbeats: 
 
For the redundancy behaviour to work properly, two preconditions must be met: 
 

1. Two valid IP addresses must be specified under Connections. 
 
At least two IP addresses must be stored and allow inbound RCCMD commands. 
Redundancy means, RCCMD should not shutdown the server until at least two transmitters have instructed to power down the host. 
 

 
2. The heartbeats must be set to "Automatic UPS alive check by polling" 

 
RCCMD is instructed by the heartbeats to automatically check the availability of registered IP addresses:  
Should a registered UPS become unreachable and the redundancy system shuts down, RCCMD will assume that there is a serious 
problem and shut down the system ignoring the redundancy setting. 
 

Note: 
Keep in mind that the intervals between lookups can be crucial for a shutdown.  

 
Note: The redundancy behaviour refers exclusively to the RCCMD command shutdown  
 
Other commands are handled individually and logged accordingly. With the ability to run your own scripts, RCCMD offers options to 
bypass the standard procedures in case of an emergency. 
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Defining redundancy levels 
 
First activate the RCCMD redundancy function.  
Then select the IP addresses that are allowed to send a shutdown signal.  
 
The Redundancy Level is depending on the number of selected devices: 
 
Number of selected units X -1 
 
By using two devices, both need to send an RCCMD shutdown signal.  
Since only two systems have been selected, only a maximum of one 
additional system can send this command. Thereby it is not important, 
which device is the first sender - this may change dynamically. 
 
For 3 selected systems, the maximum value is 2: 

If 1 unit + 2 other units instruct the shutdown, it will be executed. RCCMD does not differ which of the three systems sends the first 

shutdown. 

Using 3 systems, you can also change the Redundancy Level to 1:  

As a consequence, two out of three systems are needed for RCCMD to shut down the server. The combination may change 

dynamically. If you just want to pair 2 of 3 UPS systems, it is recommendable to select them and set the redundancy level to 1. By doing 

so, the shutdown will only be done if both selected UPS’s will send a shutdown command. 

Keep in mind: 

With redundance, you combine several devices. Under connections, you allow general incoming shut down signals. As a consequence, 

it is possible to configure one redundancy shutdown as well as several single shutdown senders. 

 

Note 
 
Please keep in mind that a shutdown instruction remains active until the system which has instructed the shutdown explicitly withdraws 
it. This is controlled via the RCCMD Custom Command wakeup. 

 
Shutdown behaviour with two UPS systems 
 
In case of a shutdown signal, The redundancy will check the 
connectivity and the availability of the second UPS system are. If it 
answers properly, the shutdown signal will be suppressed with 
reservation until further notice:  
 
As soon as the second system instructs a shutdown, this command is executed and the system shuts down. If a shutdown signal is sent 
by the first system and the second system is not reachable, RCCMD shuts down the system - in this case, RCCMD assumes that the 
second system is not available. 
 
Shutdown behaviour with three valid devices 
 
From three devices onwards, the redundancy behaviour can be individually adjusted to necessary conditions: 
 

1. If one of three systems send a shutdown 
2. When two out of three systems send a shutdown 
3. All three systems must decide the shutdown together. 

 
Each system can individually instruct and withdraw its shutdown via the RCCMD Custom command wakeup. In general, RCCMD will 
not execute the shutdown until the exact shutdown condition is met. 
Redundancy-related scripting 
 
If you use redundancy behaviour, the RCCMD client waits to execute the shutdown until the appropriate number of devices also instruct 

the shutdown. 
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Because this process has a direct impact on the operation of the 
servers being monitored by RCCMD, a script will be launched to 
indicate an incident.  
 
Use Edit File ... to customize and adapt this script to your individual 
requirements. 
 
Abort will close the editor and withdraw all changes you made. 
 
As a default, a text notification is pre-defined to indicate a 
redundancy-based shutdown behaviour. 
 

 

 

System tab: Notification Settings 

 

 

Depending on which command is received by a valid RCCMD transmitter, three basic scripts are executed automatically. Each script 

triggers an RCCMD functions. The RCCMD routines are preconfigured and normally there is no need to edit them. 

However, if you want to execute your own scripts by RCCMD, 

you can either write these scripts directly to the appropriate .sh - script and execute them as a custom command or you may edit these 

basic files. 

Warming: 

If you modify, customize, or extend these scripts, you change the overall behaviour of RCCMD within your system. Be sure to make a 

backup before editing the scripts to find back to the original system state. Changes to the original configuration may result in 

unpredictable behaviour of RCCMD and may cause system-wide problems.  

Edit these scripts at your own risk! 

When will these scripts be executed? 
 
RCCMD differs between two different scripts: 
 
Message Notification 
 
This script controls the receipt of messages and is responsible for displaying them on the monitor. Because the RCCMD appliance is a 
non-graphical server program that runs without permanent a permanent monitoring, you should leave this script simple as it is: 
 
Since it is triggered by each incoming RCCMD notification signal, additional content would also be executed each time.  
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Due to the fact, this is mostly without a function (no graphical interface) you may use it for routine scripting 
 

➔ changing the complete script will cause changing the behaviour and may cause RCCMD will not run as 
expected. 

➔ Edit it at your own risk. 
 
Execute Notification 
 
This script is interesting: 
 
This script executes all valid incoming commands a CS141 may send. This script triggers the complete shutdown routine RCCMD 
provides  
 
With this script, RCCMD will provide you the unique option to add and trigger your very own customized shutdown scripting solution and 
even program an additional non-standard routine that specifically met exactly your network. 
 

➔ This script is a very powerful option as well as dangerous because changes directly interfere with all functions 

of the RCCMD. Any changes and enhancements you make will directly affect the shutdown behaviour.  

➔ Advanced scripting skills in Linux are essential for changes to this script! 

System tab: VMWare Settings 

 

 

The VMWare settings control the overall shutdown behaviour of servers and hosts within VMware. Depending on the configuration level 

and configuration type, different types of configurations are necessary in order to manage a VMware based infrastructure. In addition to 

the mandatory basic data like IP addresses user credentials, you may need, among other things, more specific knowledge about the 

shutdown behaviour of your IT landscape.  

Please note, some data are not static. Values may change and should be adjusted during regular system checks.  

➔ RCCMD evaluates and displays estimated shutdown times according to entered data. 

 

Part 1: Basic setup 

The basic settings assume that you are running hosts without vCenter. You can shut down as many hosts as you want with one 

RCCMD appliance: 

Virtual Machine Management 

This menu defines whether you want the hosts and virtual machines to be managed by RCCMD or by a vCenter. If you operate the 

hosts in lock-down mode, e.g., the control commands are exclusively approved by a vCenter.  Even if you enter the credentials 

correctly, the host will deny command execution.  

In the default setting, "from RCCMD" is active. 

Virtual machine behaviour 

Use this setting to define whether you want to use vMotion or just shut down your machines. A virtual machine shutdown will be 

controlled directly by the host:  
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the virtual machines are shut down normally, and then the host are turned off.  

If you enable vMotion, local shutdown of virtual machines is the secondary protocol. First, the vCenter will try to move the virtual 

machines to another host.  

The default setting is "Shut down virtual machines". 

➔ If maintenance mode is selected, additional information is required like credentials of the vCenter as well as a 

time window that should be available for the vCenter to move virtual machines to another host. 

Safely decommission vSAN nodes auf no vSAN in use 

This setting defines the shutdown behaviour in case of a vSAN is in use - The vCenter provides different basic settings, to be selected 

at this configuration point. If you want to use an RCCMD-managed vSAN, refer to the basic requirements that must be met.  

The default setting is "No vSAN in use". 

VMware running RCCMD 

RCCMD needs to know the name of the virtual machine that contains the RCCMD appliance. This setting prevents a shutdown of the 

RCCMD Client. 

 

Tell RCCMD all ESXi Hosts to shut down 

 

With this configuration dialog, declare which ESXi hosts has to be shut down by RCCMD:  

The menu bar provides several functions: 

- Add: Add another host. To remove a host 

- Remove: Select a host and click Remove to remove it from the current list 

- Edit: Select a host. With Edit you can edit the access data. 

- Verify: If you press this button, the current configuration will be saved and the login data will be validated. At verified, RCCMD 

shows the connection attempt. 
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Estimated shutdown time 

After the configuration job is done, RCCMD shows an estimated shutdown time: 

 

This is the current average shut down time of your IT infrastructure. Please note, this shut down time is calculated and can be used to 

compare it with the the emergency power time granted by the UPS. 

 

Due to the fact this is a calculated value: Please test you shutdown setting before activating! 

Dry Run installation test routine 

 
With the Dry Run RCCMD offers a unique function within the VMware settings: 
 
The Dry Run is a simulation mode, in which your RCCMD 
installations simulate the behavior, but do not physically execute. 
 
This feature is useful when installing an RCCMD installation on a 
production server: 
 
Accidental shutdown is prevented in this way. With Save and 
Execute, this feature is enabled, protecting your future 
configuration from accidental shutdown. 
 
 

Note 
 
Some configuration menus are locked during testing and cannot be adjusted "in between". 

 

What a „Dry run “does … 

 

Normally, a CS141 is the RCCMD server that sends a valid RCCMD command to an RCCMD client - the RCCMD software. The 

command and what to trigger with it depends on the final operating scenario. Due to the fact you can use the event handling from the 

CS141 for sending individual commands in order to start very delicate and complex scripts, it is possible to automate a server via scripts 

in many parts - you do not necessarily just have to shut down a server with RCCMD. 
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With VMware, the RCCMD appliance differs from normal client installation: 

It is designed to ensure a structured shut down sequence for all hosts within a VMware environment- 

To fulfil this task, RCMMD needs access data coming with system rights to allow a shutdown. The problem that RCCMD cannot differ 

between a real emergency situation and a user who press the test job - button at CS141. During testing, this is could be a problem. As 

soon as RCCMD will accept a valid signal, it will start the shutdown procedure - It is comparable with the quiet "OK" - console command 

of any normally shown „Are you sure " - Dialog inside an operating system. 

Of course, you cannot simply shut down "all servers" during operation because you want to test your configuration - shutting down a 

real-time system with 100% availability is just for real emergency issues.... 

The dry run is a build-in self-running simulation mode 
 
1. All configured hosts will be contacted 
2. Credentials for the hosts will be tested 
3. a protocol log will be written to log configuration issues as well as successful login tests. 
4. The standard RCCMD shutdown signal is suppressed as long as simulation mode is active. 
 
As long as dry run is active, no emergency shutdown is possible via any valid RCCMD server device. 

 
Note: 

If you change or adjust the standard scripts coming with a default installation or add new scripts, they will be executed consequently. 

The Dry Run only suppress its own standard scripted shutdown sequence - it does not check the changes you added manually. 

This behaviour contains advantages as well as disadvantages 

1. Due to the fact your "sharp" scripts are executed mercilessly, the Dry Run test should take place beforehand! 

2. By adding your own scripts that trigger harmless actions, you can check if your "sharp" scripts would work and all administrative 

shares on the target system are met. 

 

 

Part 2: Advanced settings 

If Maintenance Mode (vMotion) is selected 

 

RCCMD will present two addition menu entries: 

Maintenance Mode Timeout in Seconds 

 

This value defines the time window that RCCMD grants the vCenter to move virtual machines to host that are not going down into 

maintenance mode.  

Virtual machines that have not been migrated within this time window will be left for shut down by the ESXi host. 

vCenter credentials 

In order to use vMotion, RCCMD need valid 

vCenter credentials. Please note, an 

RCMD client can shut down many hotsts, 

but technically only maintain one vCenter. if 

you need to configure several different 

configuration types, it may be necessary to 

use 2 RCCMD appliances that work 

together. 

Check values 

Test the vCenter credentials. RCCMD will 

try to log into the vCenter and give a 

feedback including a reason why the login 

attempt failed.  
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Part 3: Selecting “Host are also vSAN nodes” at vSAN Safely decommission vSAN nodes  

 

This setting enables several sub menus and a vSAN time out warning. 

 

Keep an eye on this warning message!  

A vSAN is a little bit tricky when running a shutdown routine and the vSAN has been terminated incorrectly. It is even possible that a 

wrong configured shutdown routine leads into data corruption or even total data loss. 

vSAN shutdown options 

No data evacuation 

This is the fastest way to ensure system shutdown. It shuts down the virtual machines, and then the vCenter synchronizes all the hosts 

that are inside the vSAN. There will be no data migration or virtual machines to be moved to other hosts. 

Evacuate all data to other hosts 

In principle, it is the same function that triggers vMotion. A vSAN can also be spanned across different sites, so you can also offload 

virtual machines to external hosts that are not in the vSAN cluster you are about to shut down. if you use vMotion, it will be executed 

first. Due to this fact it is possible that your vSAN host has no virtual machines that need a migration. But you may use it as "second try" 

to move machines away from your vSAN... 

Ensure data accessibility 

If larger vSAN systems provide enough capacities for redundancies, no data will be moved. Data migration will only be done for data 

without redundancy. 

Note 

With vSAN extensions, RCCMD introduces solution to allow you performing an emergency shut down of the entire vSAN system as fast 

as possible - virtual machines that have been previously migrated to another location via vMotion are not affected.  

Due to the fact you want to stop and shut down the vSAN because there is an emergency, selecting "No data evacuation" is the best 

choice. 

vSAN Resync timeout in Seconds 

This setting is the basic time window RCCMD grants the vCenter synchronize the databases between the hosts before starting the next 

point in the shutdown sequence. This time window is a little bit tricky, because the resync time is a very relative value - in principle you 

can say it lasts as long as it takes ... the vCenter does not tell you an estimated resync time, you need to test it during a manual shut 

down. If your vCenter announces the job is done, you have the minimum time window for your emergency shutdown. Please calculate 

some extra time for this time window because the measured time during a manual shutdown is just a snapshot and not a general value. 
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Seconds to wait before setting Maintenance Mode for vSAN 

Once the resync is completed, the vCenter is the last surviving virtual machine that needs to be shut down. With this setting, you define 

how long the vCenter has time to shut itself down before RCCMD starts the next step of the shutdown sequence. 

 

Determine which VM is running the vCenter 

 

Inside a vSAN, the vCenter is more: 

The vCenter manages the complete data transfer within a vSAN and handles the complete post synchronization phase during a vSAN 

shut down. This means:  

If the vCenter runs inside a vSAN or runs on a host that will be shut down too fast, the complete vSAN hung up. If the vCenter is located 

as a virtual machine within the vSAN, RCCMD needs to know the name of the virtual machine in order to exclude it from virtual machine 

shutdown. 

Note: 

The vCenter that handles a vSAN is not always inside this cluster – it may be installed somewhere and handled separately. If the virtual 

machine with the vCenter is not inside the list of the hosts to be shut down, you do not need to enter it at this point. But you need to take 

an eye on it if when using different RCCMD appliances – Without it’s vCenter, a vSAN cannot shut down as expected. 

System Tab: Advanced Settings 

 

 

 

use Advanced Settings for additional settings to configure RCCMD. The menu is divided into three parts: 

Event Logfile 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In general, any RCCMD Signal affecting the client will be logged. Due to the fact server systems may provide limited memory resources 

for log files, it may be necessary to limit the size of the log file to a maximum size to consume. In case the maximum file size is reached, 

the oldest entry is replaced by a new entry.  
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RCCMD Bindings 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

RCCMD Bindings is a sophisticated tool that helps you to limit traffic. Since this setting deeply affects your network setting, it should be 

used with caution. The bindings allow forcing RCCMD to listen on a specific network card. In case of multihoming is in use, the listener 

can be configured to a specific IP address within one network card.  As an example, this will be used if there is a necessity to divide the 

network logically into a production network and an infrastructure network via VLAN: 

 

In this example scenario, two or more network adapters can be installed. Binding RCCMD to one specific network card will prevent 

users to access the RCCMD client and accidentally shut down a server - this is only possible via devices that are located in VLAN 3 or 

have been properly enabled via a router. 
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 Another scenario is the so-called multihoming: 

 

It is not absolutely necessary for modern network devices that an IP address is firmly linked to one network interface. In fact, multiple IP 

addresses can be connected via a network interface - they share hardware, but otherwise form self-contained instances. As an 

example, this could be a web server that manages different websites with a unique IP address: the server is connected by a router that 

determines between incoming signals and signals provided by local network. Bindings will instruct RCCMD to listen for incoming 

RCCMD signals only at a specific IP address that is assigned to the local network only. 

 

Note 

These configurations are used in special scenarios. Normally you can leave the setting 127.0.0.1 / local host, port 6003. In that case, 

RCCMD will listen on all available IP addresses for a valid incoming signal. Since you have defined the valid sender address at the 

menu Connections, RCCMD will notice the signal but deny execution and log this fact as an invalid RCCMD command. 

Change RCCMD Target 

 

The RCCMD appliance is more than just a small tool to handle just VMware hosts. On unchecking the checkbox and pressing Save 

changes, RCCMD changes to the local mode: 
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All VMware menus will be disabled and the Shutdown settings will switch to local options: 

 

Due to the fact, RCCMD cannot just receive, but also send RCCMD shutdown signals, it is possible to use an RCCMD appliance as a 

central RCCMD relay that runs with complete customized additional scripting. 

When local mode is active, RCCMD provides the following command sequences: 

Shut down system 

RCCMD will shut down the server it runs on. 

RCCMD shut down relay 

With this option, RCCMD will forward a valid RCCMD shutdown to  

- Single IP addresses 

- An IP address range 

With this option, it is possible to get advanced redundancy options - as an example, you may combine a CS141 and a second RCCMD 

client – if both advice a shutdown, the target RCCMD system will execute the command. 

Wait some seconds 

RCCMD will wait a customizable time window until the next command in the list will be executed. 

System restart 

RCCMD will restart the complete RCCMD server that runs within a virtual machine 

Custom command 

Start programs, run kill-commands, run your own scripts, just enter the command and mandatory extensions and RCCMD will do the 

rest.  
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System Tab: Web Configuration 

 

 

 

Set the availability of the RCCMD web console. 

The default for web access is: 

http: port 8080 

https: port 8443 

Please note changing the default values will cause the web console of RCCMD can only be reached via the ports you manually set. 

System Tab: User Settings 

 

 
 
Customize the administrator password according to your ideas and company policies. Please note that this password also applies to the 
admin user on the console. The appendix contains instructions how to set up an emergency user for password recovery 
 
Administrator User Name: admin 
This user name is hard-coded and cannot be changed. 
 
Current Administrator Password: 
This is the currently assigned password. 
 
New Administrator Password 
Assign the new password.  
 
Confirm New Password 
Repeat the password you have assigned. Please note that Copy and Paste will repeat typing errors and may lock up your RCCMD 
client. 
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Note 
 
Depending on the program version, there are two default passwords that can be assigned. 
 
Program versions until 5/2018: cs121-snmp 
Program versions from 5/2018: RCCMD 
 
Due to the fact RCCMD comes with two years update authorization, it is possible that you need these two default passwords. 

 

System tab: Help 

If you do not know what to do… 

 

 

Manual 

You need help? 

The manuals are available inside RCCMD – you do not need 

any additional network connection. 

Due to the fact the manual is a pdf-file you may need additional 

software tools to open the according file. 

 

 

 

 

 

Info 

Need additional information about your copy of RCCMD? 

The info button will show  

 

- Acknowledgements  

- EULA  

- Copyrights 
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Appendix  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Everything else you might want to know about RCCMD... 
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The Microsoft Windows „RCCM_NC“ Configuration Tool 

 
The "RCCM_NC"configuration tool, located at the installation path of RCCMD, can be used for a direct configuration of the 
RCCMD client. This becomes interesting as soon as RCCMD has to be configured without a web browser. 
 
 

 
Click on the tool with the right mouse button and select "Run as administrator"! 
 
 

 
 
 
 
After starting, the following configuration options are available: 
 

 
 
Install RCCMD client 
 
This function starts the configuration/installation dialogue. 
 
Uninstall RCCMD 
 
Use this function to uninstall your copy of RCCMD. 
 
Licensekey 
 
Enter / change licence key.  
 
Persistant navigation buttons: 
 
 

 

Navigate through all setup screens forward / backwards. You can re-visit any page and take your 
changes. Following screens and functions will be added / removed in realtime. 

 

Abort the configuration work: This button will withdraw all configuration changes and abort the 
tool. 

 

Appears dynamically – with this button, RCCMD will process your changes, write an active 
configuration file and than restart RCCMD. Click “Next” until this button is shown. 
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RCCMD IP settings, ports and bindings 
 

 
Add / Delete / Edit 
 

Define, 
 
a. which IP address is allowed to send a signal to this RCCMD client at all. As soon as an IP address is entered, jobs coming from 

any other sender are denied.  Use Add/Edit to add an IP address or edit an existing entry. Delete removes an entry from the 
list. 

 
b. whether redundancy behaviour is desired: If at least 2 or more IP addresses are entered, later configuration dialogues provide 

functions to enable and edit redundancy groups. 

Configure / Advanced network settings 
 

IP address and port 
 

If wanted, RCCMD is custumizable to listen only on a special network card or a different port, enter the IP address or port 
number the listener should be placed. 
 
SSL 

 
Define whether RCCMD should use SSL encryption for communication, and if so, whether expired certificates should still be 
accepte. 

 
Message Port 
 
 Define the internal port the RCCMD background service shall use to send pop-up messages to the GUI of the operating system. 
  
Jobs as interactive User 
 

Normally, RCCMD is a background service. Accordingly, all scripts start in the background. With this tick, the scripts are 
executed as foreground processes. Please note, this function is limited to the fact that a user must be logged on… 

 
Run UDP Listener at startup 
 

Broadcast packets are mostly Unified Data Packages (UDP) - A sender does not know whether and how a data packet has 
reached its destination. Since UDP packets are relatively easy to forge (all that is needed is the valid sender IP), this function 
is usually disabled for security reasons and must be activated manually by the user. 
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Heartbeats / UPSMan alive checking 

 
Enable connection check 
  

If desired, RCCMD can regularly poll the registered valid transmitters to check whether the corresponding device is still 
available. The "polling rate" defines the intervals at which this should be done, and "Connect retries" defines how often this 
connection test may fail one after the other before RCCMD assumes a problem. 
 

Test connections 
 

As a test, query all entered IP addresses to see whether the corresponding devices can also be reached by RCCMD. 

Execute at failure 

This script is executed when the number of connection attempts specified under "Connect retries" has been reached. Select 

your own script with "Browse", or edit the currently selected script directly with Edit file. Default settings deletes all settings 

and restores the original state of the start configuration. 

Use RCCMD Traps 

Instead of polling, an RCCMD trap message is sent by the transmitters, which is interpreted as a sign of life. 

Audible Stettings 

If necessary, RCCMD displays an alarm window and indicates this with a yellow warning triangle in the task bar. This function 

controls the formidable acoustic "BEEP", which can be customized:  

turn it off, let it beep endlessly, or just emit a certain number of warning beeps.  

RCCMD Redundancy 

This function affects the "Next" button. In case of enabling the redundancy function, a continuative configuration screen is 

automatically available, which can be set on the next page. 
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RCCMD redundancy configuration 

 This screen is only available if RCCMD Redundancy in the "UPSMAN alive checking" dialogue is enabled.. 

 

 
In this dialogue, RCCMD wants to know which IP addresses added at Connections are to be merged into a redundancy group. 
 
Explanation:  
 
At "Connections", you have added some valid RCCMD server, and thus defined which IP address may generally send RCCMD 
commands to this RCCMD client. From these previously entered IP addresses, you can define, which of these valid RCCMD sending 
devices must trigger a shutdown at the same time before the shutdown will be exectuted ...  
 

 
In this example, 3 valid RCCMD transmitters are generally allowed to send a shutdown. At “Redundancy”, however, it was defined that 
both, 10.10.10.10 and 10.10.10.11 must send an RCCMD shutdown command before this command takes effect. A typical scenario 
would be that two CS141s are in UPS systems, while a third CS141 monitors the ambient temperatures of the protected servers with a 
SENSOR MONITOR. 
 
Redundancy Level 
 

The redundancy level determines how many transmitters must send the RCCMD shutdown command: 

0 defines the first transmitter that has issued an RCCMD shutdown. 

1 each additional number defines another transmitter that must also issue this RCCMD shutdown. 

With two units, the maximum redundancy level is "1" because there is only one other unit. With three valid transmitters, the 

maximum redundancy level would therefore be 2, because one of the units gives the initial command and the other units thus 

agree. 

Execute command when redundancy suprpesses a shutdown 

This script is executed automatically when the redundancy level has suppressed a shutdown. With edit file you can add any actions to 

the batch file.  
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RCCMD Shutdown behaviour and logging 

 

Logfile-Configuration 

Define the size of the log file that RCCMD should create. When the file has reached this size, RCCMD will erase the oldest 

entry in order to add a new entry. 

Execute at mail signal from RCCMD server 

RCCMD can also run special RCCMD mail relay jobs, e.g. if a CS141 / BACS is to share information via mail from a protected 

area without direct connection. At Configure, enable the integrated mail client and enter the necessary access data so that 

RCCMD can send a mail accordingly. 

Execute at message signal from RCCMD server 

This script takes the CS141 / BACS job "RCCMD Message" and conjures up the message box on the desktop of an operating 

system. Normally, nothing needs to be changed here Please note that this script is executed for every message, regardless of 

the content of the RCCMD Message job! 

Execute at execute signal from RCCMD server 

Similar to 'message signal', except that the RCCMD job "Execute" is used to allow a CS141 starting a script file directly via the 

RCCMD client, with local admin rights. Again, normally nothing needs to be adjusted, the script runs exactly as it is set Out-

Of-The-Box.  

Execute at shutdown signal from RCCMD server 

Click Configure to customize the shutdown routine to your liking. Each action is generally executed from top to bottom as filed 

in the list, with the last command being shut down Windows or similar. After this command, no further commands are 

executed, as the operating system terminates RCCMD accordingly.With the intuitive buttons, add new jobs, change the order 

of the jobs to be executed or remove them.  

With Add custom application, insert own scripts or commands  - they will be  be executed within this shutdown sequence 

accordingly- 

WARNING: EDIT FILE ALLOWS TO INDIVIDUALISE THE CHARACTER OF EACH BATCH FILE! AS THE DIRECT MANIPULATION 

OF THE SCRIPTS MAY DIRECTLY INTERFERES WITH THE FUNCTIONAL PROCESS, THIS IS DONE AT YOUR OWN RISK! 

Install  
 

Completes the configuration process, writes the final configuration file and restarts RCCMD. You can repeat the configuration 

process as often as you like, or use the "back" button to scroll through the configuration dialogue. Click install to finish the 

configuration work. 
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RCCMD Security Guide 

 

RCCMD is a very powerful system management tool - used correctly, RCCMD can take over the complete software side of an 

emergency concept in a way that is transparent to existing shutdown and building management systems:  

• Initiate migrations 

• prepare shutdowns and carry them out independently 

• Start backup systems 

• Back up and copy system directories 

• Inform 

• Transfer shutdown sequences from one RCCMD client to another 

• etc. 

The web interface offers a comfortable introduction, but in the end it only shows a small part of what RCCMD can actually do within a 

network. 

Note 

RCCMD is designed for secure operation in a network. This includes that it works as inconspicuously as possible in the background to 

make it as difficult as possible for possible hackers to detect it. 

1. Password Security 

 

The start password is "RCCMD"! You should 

change it as soon as possible. 

 

A glance at the manual is enough, and hackers 

have access to the convenient configuration 

interface.  

 

What is a "secure password"? 

 

First, no password is unhackable, and if someone 

really wants to, there are many ways to figure out 

a password - the trick to a good password is that 

a potential attacker loses interest or gives up 

because he has to fear being discovered before he reaches his goal. 

 

A strong password meets the following criteria:  

 

o 8 - 12 characters long 

o Upper and lower case 

o Numbers 

o At least one special character 

o No reference to the person and his or her everyday life 

 

2.  Authorised RCCMD senders for the shutdown: setting are now mandatory 

 

RCCMD has always been designed for best 

possible handling even by inexperienced users. 

In the simplest case, one could simply install 

RCCMD and switch it on - and the EDP on the 

server side was already protected against a power 

failure. 

 

Now, this has been changed to meet modern :  

 

What is new is that the IP address 127.0.0.1 is now preset. This means that RCCMD actually only receives a shutdown signal 

from one transmitter: From itself (127.0.0.1 is the so-called "local host"). Until you have manually added a valid transmitter, 

RCCMD will document every incoming RCCMD - signal in the log file as outgoing. 

 

Security recommendation: 

 

RCCMD war schon immer auf bestmögliches Handling auch durch ungeübte Nutzer ausgelegt. 

Im einfachsten Fall konnte man RCCMD einfach installieren und einschalten – schon war die EDV auf der Serverseite gegen 

einen Stromausfall geschützt. 

 

Minimise the number of authorised senders! The fewer devices are allowed to send a shutdown signal or control 

commands (RCCMD Execute's) to am RCCMD installation, the more secure your RCCMD installation will be. 
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3. UDP Broadcasts 

 

Under Connections, you will find the function 

"Enable UDP Broadcast": 

 

This function is required if you want to broadcast 

one of the following jobs from the CS141:  

 

o RCCMD Shutdown 

o RCCMD Message 

o RCCMD Execute 

 

UDP has the advantage that it can be used with extremely low latency to transmit messages or control commands from the 

sender to any number of receivers, but it also has the disadvantage that the sender and receiver do not know each other. A 

hacker can evaluate intercepted UDP packets and, if necessary, forge them. 

 

Security recommendation:  

 

If possible, UDP should only be used if the sender and receiver are in a specially secured infrastructure network. If this is not 

the case, we recommend deactivating UDP.Unter Connections finden Sie die Funktion „Enable UDP Broadcast“: 

 

4. Ports 

 

With this argument, in general, opinions differ a 

little:  

 

Within RCCMD (and in CS141), the ports can be 

adjusted to ignore defaults and standards. Actually, 

this function is provided in case of some ports are 

already used and blocked for other applications. 

 

However, it has to be mentioned that the 

operational security increases if the RCCMD web 

interface - independent of http or https - does not 

answer on 8080 (http) or 8443 (https) at first, but for 

example on port "1956 (http)" or "2578 (https)" - 

Even if a potential attacker knows that RCCMD is in use, he would first have to find out the necessary ports on which a web 

request to RCCMD is answered at all.  

 

Security recommendation for the web interface: 

 

Can be carried out as a flanking measure to a strong access password - then not only the password is a hurdle, but you also 

have to know on which port the web interface can be reached at all. Please note, however, that these changes could also 

possibly entail an adjustment of routers, firewalls, etc. 

 

Security recommendation for the communication ports (6003, 961) 

 

By default, the RCCMD listener is located on port 6003, and the RCCMD service communicates with the service tray via port 

961. The adjustment is not necessary if there are no security concerns about standard ports, or if the port is already in use 

elsewhere. The same considerations apply as for whether https / http ports should be adapted and what effort would be 

required in the network configuration. 

Why does the heartbeat with TLS encryption not work with default settings? 

 
We changed some settings to meet modern IT compliance guidelines: 
One of the most significant changes are that the services at the CS141 
& BACS systems are now OFF by default, except the web server (you 
need it to access the CS141 web interface).  
 
At “Devices > Setup”, you need to enable the UNMS & RCCMD Trap 
Service – this will enable the RCCMD Heartbeat function. Within 
RCCMD, open connections and take a look at “Protocol”:  
Accept only SSL/TLS connections is enabled by default. 
 
If you intend to use “heartbeats”, you will get a communication lost 
issue until both, CS141/BACS and RCCMD uses a harmonized  
configuration:  
 
Both endpoints need to use “SSL/TLS ON or OFF” or it won’t work. Depending on which 
certificate you use, you may also choose “ Reject expired SSL/TLS certificates”.  
 
Please keep in mind:  
 
It is in the nature of using default (or example) certificates to be rejected in case of “reject expired certificates” is selected. If this function 
is wanted, a set of valid certificates is needed. For valid certificates, please contact the local system administrator and ask for according 
certificates.  
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Intellectual Property Copyright Statement and Handling of Confidential Informationn 

 

The information in this user manual is not conditional instructions and is subject to change without notice. Although GENEREX has 

attempted to provide accurate information in this document, GENEREX assumes no responsibility for the accuracy of this information. 

GENEREX, as the manufacturer of the products mentioned, assumes no obligations with this information. The products described in this 

manual have been given on the sole basis of information for business partners to gain a better understanding of GENEREX products. 

All rights, titles and interests in and to the GENEREX Trademark BACS or logo (registered or unregistered) or GENEREX goodwill or 

intellectual property, copyright and product patents are owned exclusively and without restriction by GENEREX. 

GENEREX will deal with any complaint about the contents of this document in a timely manner. Comments or complaints about this 

document should be addressed to GENEREX Systems Vertriebsgesellschaft mbH. 

European Union copyright law is valid  (Copyright EU).  

Copyright (c) 1995-2021 GENEREX GmbH, Hamburg, Deutschland.  

All rights reserved 

 

Copyright and licenses  
 
The copyright authorization of GENEREX and other relevant software suppliers must be respected.  
GENEREX and its suppliers reserve the rights to the software components.  
In particular, the following are prohibited:  
 
Copying and distribution, modification and derivation, decomplications, reverse engineering.  
Components that fall under the GNU General Public License and other open-source licenses are integrated into the software.  
 
An overview of the integrated open-source components and a copy of the current license are available at www.generex.de/legal/sla.  
 
GENEREX will provide the source code for all components of software licensed under the GNU General Public License and comparable 
open-source licenses. 
For source code requests, please send an email to info@generex.de 
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